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ABSTRACT

This research effort deals with the effect of electric fields 

on the flame spread rate of igniting solid propellant0 Previous 

investigators had postulated that the flame spread rate could be. 

modified by the use of electric fields to direct ionic winds over the 

surface of the unignited propellant, thereby changing the unassisted 

flame spread rate. This postulate was supported by a limited number 

of tests, The current research was conducted to investigate the 

above postulate more fully and to develop a mathematical model repre-. 

sentative of flame spread rates under the influence of electric fields 

The experimental effort was directed toward the determination 

of three specific characteristics for each of four different formula

tions of solid propellant, The specific characteristics obtained 

were (1) charged particle (positive ion, negative ion, and electron) 

concentrations of the, solid propellant flames, (2) electrostatic . 

field plots of the flame zone and environs during flame spread tests 

and (3) flame spread rate variations over a wide range of applied 

voltage conditions for each of the four propellant formulations.

Many tests were devised and conducted in order to elucidate 

the mechanism of increased flame spread rate observed during this 

researcho The results of more than 500 individual tests have indica

ted that ionic winds do not have a measurable effect upon the enhance

ment of solid propellant flame spread rates, The large flame spread



xiv

rate increases observed in the case of double base propellants (but 

absent in the case qf composite propellants) were shown conclusively 

to be related to resistance heating of the unignited propellant 

surface by electrical energy.

In support of these tests, new experimental techniques were 

developed1to determine the charged particle concentrations of solid 

propellant flames. These results were confirmed theoretically by 

means of.a thermochemical equilibrium analysis on a digital computer. 

Unique instrumentation was developed to continuously measure local 

voltage profiles (up to 30,000 VDC) both within and adjacent to high 

temperature (5000°F) flames 0 Finally, an extensive test control and 

data acquisition system was designed and built in order to insure the 

acceptability and reproducibility of all experimental data.

Theoretical considerations are presented to show the reasons 

why ionic winds should not be expected to produce significant pre

heating of the unignited propellant surface. The resulting mathe

matical model therefore neglects any consideration for ionic winds, 

but does predict the observed flame spread rate enhancement as a 

function of electrical power dissipated into the propellant surface.

X .



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The mechanism of flame spreading on s.olid propellant has 

become a subject of much research activity during the last six years. 

Most of this work was motivated by a desire to remove some of the 

empiricism from the subject of solid propellant ignition, a subject 

fundamentally related to the mechanism of flame spreading. . Some 

early effort [13,29] was conducted by directing individual activity 

toward a single aspect of the overall problem. Later effort was 

directed toward development of more comprehensive models of flame 

spreading /"32,28,24/. In all cases, however, the resulting theories 

are highly idealized and possess certain restrictions regarding their 

applicability.

The current work was neither an attempt to expand on, any of 

the existing theories nor to develop an alternate model of flame 

spreading. Rather, this work was conducted to obtain a deeper 

insight into the effect of electrostatic fields on the flame spread 

rate of various solid propellants. Flame spread rate is defined 

herein as the rate at which a flame front advances along the surface 

of unignited solid propellant. In contrast to this, normal burn rate 

is defined as the rate of surface regression in. a direction perpen

dicular to the burning surface.

1



Many investigators have shown that electrostatic (electric) 

fields have marked effects on burner flames and flame propagation.

The earliest work in this area /"26,15_/ dealt with reduction of flame 

speed in tubes, The use of the term uionic wind” was used by Guenault 

and Wheeler [15] to explain these flame speed changes in terms of the 

wind induced by the drag of the fast moving ions on the carrier gas. 

Later, Calcote /~4,7/ showed that a burner-stabilized flame (premixed) 

subjected to transverse fields could be deflected appreciably toward 

the negative electrode, Payne and Weinberg [35] observed reductions 

in the total distance to complete combustion in a duct by applying a 

coaxial field. In addition they showed that carbon formation on 

negatively charged surfaces was increased.

There seems to be general agreement that an electric field 

can cause a body force in an ionized gas, and that equivalent work 

can be done by the field on either an electron or an ion. The results 

of any gas movement due to an "electric” or "ionic wind" are 

obviously quite complex and depend on many factors such as gas 

viscosity, ion concentration, mobility, etc. Hence, even today the 

effects noted are more on the order of laboratory curiosities than 

practical concepts. An exception to this is found in some recent 

work at Esso Research Laboratories in which electric fields are being 

studied as a means to stabilize oil burner flames and increase their 

efficiency [30],

The first reported attempt to apply electric fields to solid 

propellant was made by Silla [31] wherein he reported normal burn



rate (as opposed to flame spread rate) reductions on the order of 10%. 

Later investigators [21,3Q] reported normal burn rate increases as 

well as decreasesy creating a general air of confusion about the . 

entire effect of electric fields on the normal burn rate of solid 

propellant. Researchers /"34,1] at the Air Force Rocket Propulsion 

Laboratory have conducted further work on normal burn rate effects. 

Petersen and Payne /"347 have confirmed the presence of a 10% burn 

rate reduction in double base propellants, but to date no firm theory 

has been agreed upon,

The only known work dealing with electric field effects on 

the flame spread rate of solid propellant was reported by Mayo, Water- 

meier, and Weinberg [21,427. The authors stated that it was possible 

to increase flame spread rates by as much as 200 times above normal 

by suitable application of a large electric field in the region of 

interest. This effect was reported to be due to the development of 

an ionic wind which entrained flame gas, forcing it onto the adjacent 

unignited portions of the propellant, thereby greatly increasing the 

observed flame spread rate.

The scope of th.e above referenced work did not provide suffi

cient detail to explain the observations reported. Thus, a more 

comprehensive investigation of the underlying mechanisms was initiated 

by the author to explain these observed rate enhancements.

Particular emphasis was directed toward determination of 

certain parameters such as plate current, plate voltage, local voltage 

gradient, flame ion concentrations and detailed observations of the



reaction zone during all tests. These were considered necessary to 

clearly evaluate the effect of any 11 ionic wind11 in addition to other 

effects such as electrical resistance heating. Concurrent with the 

experimental effort (consisting of more than 400 individual propellant 

burn tests), a theoretical model was developed to predict the expected 

flame spread rate enhancement. This model was based on earlier work 

of ion currents in flames. [22] and ignition models proposed by previous 

investigators /~31,29/ for solid propellants without electric fields.

The present research has shown that flame spread rate enahnce- 

ments on the order of 20 times can be readily obtained at atmospheric 

pressure with a typical composite modified double base (DB) propellant 

subjected to electric fields on the order of 5,000 volts/inch. Local 

rate increases of 30 - 40 times normal have been observed and it is 

conceivable that larger increases could have been induced. However, 

the purpose of the present research was to elucidate the mechanism of 

enhancement and no attempt was made to maximize the effect,

The final results were quite conclusive, but nevertheless 

different than stated by the original investigators ^27,42/. - Analysis 

of the data has shown that the observed increase in flame spread rate 

for DB propellant specimens was primarily a function of controlled 

electrical energy dissipation into the surface of the propellant, 

thereby heating the surface to the ignition temperature, T., and 

enhancing the unaided flame spread rate. No significant increases 

were obtained in the flame spread rate of composite propellant speci

mens under similar conditions, adding credence to the basic mechanism



postulated by this research. Further confirmation was obtained from 

tests conducted on "doped” specimens of each propellant, i.e., propel

lant formulations which contained finite, known amounts of easily

ionizable salts which would significantly change the flame ion concen-
\

trations. The details of these experiments are discussed in Chapter 4.

The author began this research quite convinced that the "ionic 

winds" reported by previous investigators were significant in solid 

propellant flame spread and attempted to explain the observed effect 

on the basis of "ionic winds". The theory developed shows little 

effect from "ionic winds" on the flame spread rate enhancements, but 

relates the observed rate increases to electrical energy dissipation 

at the surface of the propellant as confirmed by experimental effort.



CHAPTER 2

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

The discussion in this chapter is directed towards a 

theoretical explanation of the influence of electric fields on the 

flame spread rate of typical solid propellants in current use» 

Starting with the premise stated by Mayo et al. [21] that "suitably 

directed and controlled ionic wind velocities could alter the rate 

of two dimensional flame spread, s," (on solid propellant), a 

mechanism is developed first by.which an electric field could be 

expected to exert usable forces on charged particles for the case 

under consideration. Subsequent discussion points out certain 

factors which contribute to a reduction in the maximum theoretical 

effect attainable under practical conditions. * It will be shown that 

flame ion concentrations become an essential factor for prediction 

of any effects due to ionic wind, so a section is included to theoret 

ically estimate these concentrations for four types of propellant 

employed.

The combination of above factors (electric field and flame 

ion concentration) was postulated by Mayo et al. [21] to create an 

ionic wind. The resulting ionic wind is further postulated herein to 

result in a decreasing heat flux along the unignited propellant 

surface> the magnitude of which is dependent upon flame ion concentra 

tion and applied electric field. Therefore, a general theory is

6



presented in the final section to predict the variation of flame 

spread rate as a function of the resulting heat flux from an ionic 

wind as well as other sources such as electrical resistance heating.

Mechanism of Ion Movement 

Solid propellant flames contain significant concentrations 

of both positive and negative ions, as well as electrons. Since an 

electric field can impart a force to any charged particle (electrons 

and ions), one would expect that an electric field could modify the 

velocities of flame ions during each mean free path in such a way as 

to increase the velocity component in the direction of the field and 

cause a general drift of ions toward the oppositely charged electrode.

In general, tie additional momentum acquired from field 

forces, Beat, is small when compared with the thermal momenta of the 

ions. The resulting drift velocity of ions is proportional to the 

field strength. Thus,

V+ ^  (1) 
v = k E

This relationship is limited to field strengths below approximately

16,000 volts/cm where energy transfer is small and the velocities do 

not become very large. In a gas at normal temperature and pressure, 

the ions do not continue to accelerate and most of their potential 

energy due to initial position is imparted to the gas. The ion itself 

contains only the additional kinetic energy due to drift velocity 

which is a negligible fraction of its total energy as long as the



mean free path is negligible in comparison with the distances traveled. 

Above this 16,000 volt/cm limit, ions can gain energy from the field 

comparable to the thermal energy of the gas molecules in a single 

mean free path. Hence, thermal equilibrium ceases and the proportion

ality between drift velocity and first power of field strength is no 

longer applicable. Furthermore, field strengths above this value of

16,000 volts/cm at atmospheric pressure are nearing breakdown.

The velocity associated with positive and negative ions can

become quite large even at equilibrium drift velocity. Using
2

positive ion mobility measurements on the order of 1 ---- — , /9/sec -V
Equation (1) shows that a positive ion can attain velocities approach

ing 10^ (approximately 300 — in a 10^ —  electric field at sec sec. cm
atmospheric pressure. Likewise, electrons can attain velocities on

the order of 10^ under similar field conditions, since electronsec
mobility, k, is approximately 1000 times larger than typical ion 

mobility.

The effect of electric fields on electrons is not to be 

discounted. However, the effect of the lower mass electrons on 

resulting heat transfer is believed to be insignificant for the 

following reasons:

1. Movement of low mass electrons results in little momentum 

transfer to surrounding gas due to unfavorable mass ratio.

2. Concentration of electrons will be shown to be one or two 

orders of magnitude less than large mass negative flame ions.



On the other h a n d , larger mass ions undergo nearly elastic 

collisions with other particles of similar mass and can give up any 

excess momentum (above drift velocity) to surrounding gas molecules 

by means of continuing elastic collisions. Conservation of this 

momentum manifests itself in a body force on the gas identical in 

magnitude to that which would be expected if the ions were rigidly 

fixed with respect to the body. The magnitude of this force can be 

expressed simply then as

F = Ee(n - n ) (2)T -

This is not meant to imply that the neutral gas will move at the 

same velocity as the charged ions. The ions will still move quite 

fast relative to the neutral gas, and the neutral gas will attain 

some intermediate velocity.

At this point, it is necessary to discuss the configuration 

to be employed both in the subsequent experiments and the proposed 

model. A one-dimensional system was used in order to minimize prob

lems with analysis as well as testing. The configuration, shown in 

Figure 1, consists of two plane, parallel electrodes with the propel

lant specimen positioned to permit flame contact with only one 

electrode. The electrode size is considered infinite (large enough 

to prevent edge effects). The flame dimension, b, continually 

increases at the expense of electrode space dimension, a, as the 

flame advances along the surface of the specimen.
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Figure 1. Configuration Employed in 1-D Flame Spread M o del.

The flame zone is a region in which positive and negative 

charges coexist. Unlike typical burner flames described by Calcote 

A7, the primary charge carriers are negative ions and positive ions 

rather than electrons and positive ions. As a consequence of this, 

solid propellant flames are not uniformly deflected toward the ground 

electrode. Instead, slight deflections can be expected toward the 

right electrode regardless of polarity whenever field is applied due 

to preferential attraction of oppositely charged ions within that 

part of the flame nearest Zone A.

Within Zone A (for the polarity shown), only negative ions 

can exist since ion diffusion velocities are negligible in compari

son to field-induced ion velocities. Thus it is possible to write 

for Zone A>

n+ = 0 (Zone A) (3)



Nothing is stated regarding ion concentrations in Zone B, since 

positive and negative ions coexist throughout this region. This 

occurs despite the loss of negative ions to Zone A and the general 

drift of positive ions toward the left electrode in Zone B .

the magnitude of the force that can be produced on ions in Zone A, 

through which it is desired to induce movement of heated gas. For 

Zone A,

Two problems become evident at this point.

1. E varies continuously within Zone A and must be determined 

in the presence of space charge effects.

2. n_ varies continuously within Zone A and must be related 

quantitatively to flame ion concentration.

the equations which govern behavior of a potential field when suit

able measures have been taken to account for ambient pressure effects. 

These equations a r e :

Equation (6) is true in Zone A where no ions are generated 

and current density, j , must be constant for steady state conditions.

The primary effort is thus directed toward determination of

F = Een_ (4)

The variation of E and n_ can be determined by solution of

-4 Tl (7̂ (Poisson's equation) (5)

j = n_ev = - (t v (Zone A) (6)



The space charge density, n_e = - Q ,̂ can be expressed as

° i = (7)

where, for ambient pressure conditions, the drift velocity, v , in 

a given environment is determined by its mobility, k,

VD = -k £  W

Substitution of Equation (7) and (8) into Equation (5) yields

d z V  _ 4 tt (9)

Integration of Equation (9) yields

The comparatively high electrical conductivity of the flame makes 

the total voltage drop in the flame very small, and the entire flame 

can be assumed to be at the cathode potential (zero volts). Thus the 

constant, , is zero for the boundary condition, ~  = 0, and Equation 

(10) reduces to



Integration of Equation (11) yields the potential, V,

(12)

Likewise V = 0, a t x = 0 ,  so Cg = 0 and

?2.
% (13)

which permits direct solution for j as a function of plate voltage, 

V , at any fixed value of x = d

Equation (14) is applicable under atmospheric pressure conditions 

and is similar in form to Child's law, the space charge equation for 

high vacuum conditions. It is further restricted to the case of 

invarient k and no secondary ionization.

Substitution of Equations (14) and (8) into Equation (6) 

permits determination of ion density, n _ , in the electrode space,

P

(14)



or by use of Equation (11)

n_
8  7 T d  3e

(15a)

in which all quantities can be evaluated directly.

Plots of V vs. x, — ■ vs. x, j vs. V , and n vs. x . are showndx J p
for the electrode space at atmospheric pressure in Figures 2 through

5. Note that V and in Figures 2 and 3 are plotted against

electrode distance, x, for a given plate voltage, V , and constant 

current density, j . Figure 4 shows the influence of increasing 

plate voltage, V , on the resulting current density, j . Note that 

current density, j, is always a constant for any given plate voltage, 

V . However, small increases in can have a significant effect on 

j at the highest values of V . Figure 5 shows that the local ion 

density, n_, varies inversely with ~  for any given V . This is 

because drift velocity increases directly with field strength thus 

creating a smaller concentration of faster charge carriers near the 

right electrode.

The values of n and -—  determined above can be used now todx
determine the resulting body force/volume exerted on particles with

in Zone A. The value of F from Equation (4) reduces to
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Figure 2. Plot of V vs. x. Figure 3. Plot of ~  vs. x.

v, (Xo a.o

Figure 4. Plot of j vs. V

d  yC
dVFigure 5. Plot of n_ vs. -ĵ .
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which predicts a constant value of body force, F, for any given 

applied voltage and electrode spacing.

Equation (4) can be alternately arranged to relate body force, 

F, to current density, j,

F = Een_ = ^  en_ (4a)

where n_ = — — , so that ev

F = ib (17)
The disadvantage of Equation (17) is that one must use an estimated 

value for k_, when many different ions are involved. However, it 

still offers a simple means to estimate forces.

This body force on the intervening gas can manifest itself in 

one of two ways: (1) increase in velocity of moving gas or (2)

increase in static pressure of stationary gas. For the first case, 

assuming all the force exerted by the ions is transmitted to the gas 

by elastic collisions, it is possible to estimate the resulting gas 

velocity from the inviscid momentum equation:

f ^ =  =  e ! r  -  r t r

For assumed steady state conditions, one may neglect £he 
d ulocal acceleration term, = 0. Substitution of Equation (17) into

Equation (18) yields (neglecting any pressure force)
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i: - ^  d9)
Integrating over distance 'a', the value of u is determined to be

“ "  ' <20)

Equation (20) is the maximum theoretical velocity attainable by the

gas at a given value of 'a'. The square of the velocity is seen to

vary directly as j and 'a', but inversely with and k.

An order of magnitude analysis of Equation (20) shows that

for a current density of 10 ^  ̂ (representative of a typical
cm

300y^a plate current observed in later tests) the maximum value of u 

could not exceed 1.0 cm/sec. Applying this to the case of flame 

spread on the surface of the model employed herein indicates that 

only a very small amount of gas flow could be induced by such an 

ion movement. Compounding this problem, one must recognize that not

all of the gases which are induced to move across the unignited

propellant surface are heated flame products„ Instead, some of the 

surrounding ambient air will be pulled into the flowstream thereby 

minimizing the small heating effect even more.

The second case, formation of a pressure difference, has 

been investigated experimentally by Payne and Weinberg /"33_/. Payne's 

tests employed a closed tube in which he was able to measure a

maximum static pressure rise on the order of 10 ^ atmospheres. Little
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detail is given regarding the experimental setup, but an estimate 

using Bernoullis law to determine gas velocities that would be 

required to give such a pressure rise lead to a velocity on the order 

of only 10 - 20 cm/sec. This velocity is somewhat larger than the 

velocity predicted by.Equation (20), but is still quite low for 

significant heat transfer when it is recognized that the moving gas 

would also contain a large amount of entrained ambient air, These 

examples give an indication that one might expect difficulty in 

inducing a gas flow of sufficient magnitude to significantly enhance 

flame spread rates on typical solid propellants. No mention of this 

fact could be found in the earlier efforts /27,427 a

Ion Concentration in Solid Propellant Flames

The theoretical determination of flame ion concentrations 

assumes a significant role in the development of any theory involving 

the field induced movement of charged particles» Even though it 

proves difficult to estimate (theoretically) the actual number of 

ions which can be removed from the flame zone, any differences in 

overall flame ion concentration should be reflected in the value of 

j, (hence the total ionic wind, induced) , provided that the overall 

order of any effect is large enough to be measured.

No acceptable technique for experimental determination of ion 

concentrations in solid propellant flames has been reported to date 

in the open literature. Several investigators have tried /25,147, 

but none were able to obtain acceptable results due to the effects of



probe contamination* Also, no investigator is known to have seriously 

considered the presence of negative ion species, specifically Cl*", 

almost always present in typical solid propellant flames.

Four different propellant formulations were employed in the 

performance of this investigation. These formulations were: (1)

composite modified double base (DB), (2) doped composite modified 

double base (doped DB), (3) composite, and (4) doped composite propel

lant. Details of these formulations are given in Table 1.

Analysis of flame ion concentrations for each formulation 

was necessary in order to insure that measurable differences were 

present between the four formulations* With known variations in 

flame ion concentrations, different propellant specimens would be 

expected to produce different flame spread rates for the same applied 

field conditions* Therefore, a theoretical effort was conducted to 

determine the concentration of all significant ionized species present 

in each of the four propellant flames tested*

Since the theoretical determination of ion concentration is 

dependent upon the assumptions employed (equilibrium, combustion 

efficiency, etc.) and the thermodynamic property data available, the 

author decided to conduct a concurrent experimental effort to deter

mine positive ion, negative ion, and electron concentration in two 

of the selected propellant formulations. The results of this 

experimental effort will be shown (Chapter 4) to agree favorably 

with the theoretical results reported herein, thus adding confidence 

to the digital computational procedures employed*
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Computational Procedures

The selection of an acceptable method for determining ion 

concentrations in solid propellant flames reduces essentially to 

determining the equilibrium composition of a multi-phase system 

having a large number of products 0 The standard technique for 

calculation of equilibria using equilibrium constants, mass balance, 

and enthalpy balance is not easily adaptable to the complex reactions 

involved here. The relative abundance of each species must be 

expressed in terms of the partial pressures of many other arbitarily - 

chosen species, a process which becomes almost unmanageable as the 

number of products becomes large. Therefore, this method was not 

employed.

The technique selected for use in the present program was 

based on the nminimization .o.f free energy method" developed by 

White, Johnson, and Dantzig /"43J. Extensive modification to the 

method was necessary in order to include consideration for the large 

number of condensed phases and ionized species present in the solid 

propellant flames under consideration. Solutions are obtained by 

minimization of the Gibbs free energy of the system. This is based 

on the second law of thermodynamics, from which it can be shown that 

a system at constant temperature and pressure achieves equilibrium 

when the free energy of the system is a minimum [k\]. Temperature 

was not originally included as a dependent variable in the White 

method, (which solves for equilibrium composition at constant 

temperature). For the desired thermochemical equilibrium calculations,
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temperature was a problem variable so it was necessary to supply a 

scheme for converging to the equilibrium temperature as well as 

composition.

A brief outline of the computational procedure is given below. 

For the determination of equilibrium composition, the only specie 

property needed is the Gibbs free energy, F(T), as a function of 

temperature for each of the products. For ease of computation, the 

free energy of the system, Fg (X,T), is defined in a dimensionless 

form as a function of temperature (T) and compos ition(X) divided by 

RT. This function, Fg (X,T), must be computed from a knowledge of 

enthalpy and entropy for each product f t ] .

The free energy of a system with composition X, and tempera

ture T, is given by:

(21)r^cr) ^  tu\ Fa (t)]
.R t •* L RT

<-*1

where

-% =  / /-* 
X*.Z

(22)

The summation in Equation (22) extends only over the gaseous compon

ents. The first summation on the right of Equation (21) is the free 

energy of the gaseous species; the second summation is the free 

energy of the condensed species. Note that the entropy of mixing of 

the condensed phases is assumed negligible, thus is not included in 

the summation for the condensed species.



The determination of the equilibrium composition is equiva

lent to finding the non-negative set of values, , which minimize 

Equation (21) and also satisfy the mass balance constraint:

where b^ is the total number of atomic weights of the j ^  element 

originally present in the propellant and a _  is the number of atoms 

of the j ^  element in the i ^  species. The additional constraint 

required to establish the equilibrium temperature at the equilibrium 

composition is imposed by an enthalpy balance. This requires that 

the enthalpy of the reactants before reaction (including the latent 

enthalpy of combustion) equal the enthalpy of the products after 

reaction at the equilibrium temperature, T,

H(x,t) = ̂  RJt ) -h ^  (24)

The computer uses a matrix format to solve a set of simultaneous 

equations developed from Equations (21), (23) and (24).

Input to the program requires a simple percentage breakdown 

of the relative proportions of propellant ingredients. The computer 

then considers all the possible combinations that could be formed 

from these ingredients within the limits of the thermodynamic data 

available. A first guess is made for the flame composition Y =

(y^, y ^ , y^ ...y^) compatible with the mass balance and enthalpy
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balance constraints. Then an improved composition X = (x^, x ^ ,

Xg ... x^) is computed which is closer to the equilibrium value.

If X is not sufficiently close to the equilibrium value, it becomes 

the new Y which can be improved further. This procedure is repeated 

until convergence is achieved in accordance with specific convergence 

criteria.

The program was written specifically to include consideration 

for both electrons and ionized species (positive and negative) in the 

products. The program output predicts approximately 204 products for 

each of the four propellant formulations under consideration. Results 

were printed in tabular form to show product concentrations in terms 

of particles per cubic centimeter.

Results of Computation

The earliest computer runs were with "pure" propellant, i.e., 

before chemical analysis of the unburned propellant revealed trace 

amounts of easily ionizable sodium and potassium in all specimens 

(including undoped). The presence of these impurities could not be 

explained since no attempt was made to include these elements.

Subsequent runs were made with consideration given to the 

effect of these trace impurities in the propellants on the resulting 

flame ion concentration. Chlorine ion was determined to be the 

principle negative charge carrier for both doped and undoped formula

tions. The principle positive ions for all cases (except doped 

composite) were the readily ionizable metals, sodium and potassium.
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The doped composite formulation contained cesium ion as the principle 

positive flame ion. Electron concentration was determined to be 

about an order of magnitude less than the associated negative ion 

concentration. From this it was concluded that negative ions were 

the significant negative charge carriers in contrast to gaseous 

laboratory type flames in which electrons are the main negative 

charge carriers.

The results of the more significant runs have.been tabulated 

in Table 2 so that ionized flame, products with the largest concentra

tions can be compared. Negative chlorine ion concentration has been 

used as an indicator for both positive and negative flame ions; a 

realistic assumption in view of low electron concentration and the 

charge neutrality restraint imposed by the computer program. The 

following observations were made regarding .the charged particle 

concentrations of the four propellant flames:

1. Electron concentration is always an order of magnitude less 

than the negative ion concentration.

2. Ion concentration of impure DB propellant is one-half order 

of magnitude lower than impure composite propellant.

3. Impurity levels of 60 ppm in DB propellant increase ion
13 3concentration one order of magnitude to 5x10 ions/cm .

4. Addition of KNO^ dopant to DB propellant increases ion 

concentrations another order of magnitude to 4.1x10^ ion/cm?.

5. Presence of silicone based inhibitor on propellant does not 

affect resulting ion concentration.
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6* Impurity level of 285 ppm in composite propellant increases
14 3ion concentration one order of magnitude to 1.2x10 ions/cm «

7, Addition of CsClO^ dopant to composite propellant increases.

ion concentrations only one-half order of magnitude to 5.5x10^, 

approximately the same level as doped DB.

These observations led to the following conclusions regarding 

the concentration of solid propellant flame ions:

1. Concentration is affected significantly by amount of impurities 

present in propellant„

2. Concentration increases at least an order of magnitude with 

dopants used.

3o Concentration is higher in composite propellant than in DB.

The difference is less for highly doped case,

, ■ The ion concentrations calculated for the composite propellant 

agree favorably with experimental results given in Chapter 4, and are 

considered quite realistic. The ion concentrations calculated for 

the DB propellants became suspect when the calculated flame tempera

ture was observed to be only 10°K less than the calculated flame 

temperature for composite propellant. Observations of many tests on 

both types of propellant convinced the author that the equilibrium 

flame temperature of the DB propellant should have been much lower 

than the flame temperature of the composite propellant. This was 

based on the following observations:

1. Luminosity of the composite propellant flames was much greater
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than DB under identical conditions0 Lower temperatures were 

qualitatively indicated with a disappearing filament optical 

pyrometer.

2. Lifetime of a 0.015" diameter wire immersed in composite 

propellant flame was much shorter than when immersed in DB 

propellant flame (10 seconds vs. 20 seconds)>

3. Combustion residue (small, gray and black particulate matter) 

was present around base of DB propellant specimens after 

completion of burning. No visible particles were detected 

from combustion of the composite propellant.

Chemical analysis of the above residue showed only trace 

amounts of carbon and hydrogen. X-ray diffraction tests, however, 

showed more than half of the residue to be uncombusted aluminum, the 

remainder being aluminum oxide. By means of a quantitative analysis 

of the residue collected from many specimens it was estimated that 

50% - 60%.of the aluminum remained uncombusted. This confirmed 

speculation that both combustion efficiency and temperature were 

lower than that determined by the computer (which assumes 100% 

reaction of all reactants at equilibrium conditions).

With the above facts, revised equilibrium compositions and 

temperatures were calculated based on a reduced reaction of the carbon 

and aluminum in the overall combustion process. Six computer runs 

were made in which reduced amounts of aluminum (from 100% to 0%) were 

permitted to.react. Four additional runs were made in which reduced , 

amounts of carbon were permitted to react in conjunction with reduced
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amounts of aluminuirio The results, tabulated in Table 3, show a 

significant reduction in flame temperature as less aluminum is com

busted, Likewise3 flame ion concentrations are reduced. Carbon 

reductions have a lesser effect upon flame temperature and composition. 

Runs 4 and 5 (Table 3) were determined to be most representa

tive of the equilibrium flame composition of the DB propellant speci

mens with reduced amounts of reacted carbon and aluminum. The 

theoretical flame temperature of approximately 2700°K is considerably 

less than the temperature of 3003°K calculated previously on the basis 

of 100% combustion efficiency and is more in line with the experimen

tal observations noted. Electron concentrations are reduced an order 

of magnitude, but only small reductions are produced in the ion 

concentrations. These reduced values make the theoretical results for 

DB propellant comparable with the experimentally determined values 

obtained from ion probe measurements3 but do not alter the observa

tions and conclusions presented earlier.

Flame Spread Model 

Several models were considered prior to the selection of the 

one presented in the following paragraphs. It was desirable to obtain 

a relationship between the heat flux(s) to the surface of the propel

lant and the resulting flame velocity at a given pressure and chemical 

environment. The more recent theories on gas phase ignition Z'24,287 

were not considered applicable for the present case since they 

employed pressure and chemical environment (oxygen fraction) as 

independent variables, neither of which were variables in the current
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tests. Earlier efforts /"29,31/ considered flame spread across the 

of a solid propellant with a shock induced hot gas stream flowing 

parallel to the surface. Since similarities did exist, some of the 

theory from the latter reference [2>lJ was adapted to suit the current 

effort. In particular, a general form for the heat flux-distance 

function was employed. This theory was extended by the author to 

include three possible sources of heat-flux to the unignited surface.

In accordance with the geometry of test specimens described 

in Chapter 3, the model is based on a flat, rectangular, semi

infinite slab of solid propellant with a small portion of the surface 

burning initially at one end. The unignited propellant surface is 

initially at a uniform temperature, T . The time required for the 

flame front to move a distance, x, measured from the flame front at 

the time of electric field application is represented by t (Figure 6).

i n i t i a l  f l a m e  f l a m e  p o s i t i o n  P o s m o N  o f

P O S I T I O N  A T  TIME s  f N T E R E S T

@ * F/?0/vi 0 
©  Q  PROM  5

F L A M E  
Z . O N E

(TIME 0 -  t - s)

#
y  """

- %  --------------------— -

Figure 6. Diagram of Variables Employed in Flame Spread Model.
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Fpr subsequent simplification, an intermediate time variable, s, and 

an auxiliary position variable, y, are employed.

Under the influence of an external electric field, three 

sources of heat flux are considered potential contributors to heating 

of the unignited propellant surface.

1. Flame Front: Radiation from the flame and conduction along 

the surface immediately contiguous to the flame results in 

preheating of the unignited surface. This mechanism accounts 

primarily for unassisted steady state flame spread.

2. 11 Ionic Wind11: The attractive force of the field on flame ions 

induces motion of heated gas from the flame zone across 

unignited propellant, thereby preheating the propellant.

The magnitude of flux from this source would be expected to 

diminish at distances removed from the flame zone since heat 

would be continually transferred to the propellant.

:■ 3. Electrical Energy Dissipation: Assuming that electrical

breakdown occurs in Zone A (Figure 1) of the electrode space, 

the surface of the propellant presents a lower resistance 

path than any alternate path through the electrode space 

directly above the surface. Energy thus dissipated produces 

a nearly constant heat flux along the unignited propellant 

surface.

The presence of one or more of the above possible heat fluxes 

on the unignited surface can be considered to cause an increase in 

the surface temperature of the propellant in accordance with the
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equations governing transient heat conduction in a semi-infinite slab. 

The assumptions required to develop such a model a r e :

1. Prior to ignition the propellant is a chemically passive 

solid of constant density, heat capacity, and thermal 

conductivity.

2. Ignition is spontaneous when the surface temperature, T(x,t

3. Heat transfer can be characterized by adding a number of 

position-dependent surface heat fluxes.

4. The propellant slab can be treated as a semi-infinite body.

The first assumption conflicts with the theory of McAlevy [2%>] 

and Magee /"24/, but has been used successfully by McCune [2 9 ] and 

Mitchell m y  as has the second assumption. The third assumption is 

based on the absence of significant coupling between heat fluxes.

The fourth assumption requires thick specimen sections which were 

available for all tests. The unsteady differential equation of heat 

conduction in a semi-infinite solid is given as [ \2 ]

For the case of a time dependent heat flux, q(t), the solution of 

the above equation is given by Cars law and Jaeger [%] as

is raised to the ignition temperature, T ^ .

K 7>lT
C d z1 (25)

T « > L  ( k  C  C  T t ) ' Z l/ ̂ ft (5) c/s
73 77_7 I_U  - s )

(26)

o
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Noting that for the present model, the surface heat flux is a function 

of both time of flame spread and the position of interest, a modified 

form of Equation (26) is required to solve Equation (25) with x as 

the aditional dependent variable. Mitchell /3l7 has successfully 

employed a form of Equation (26) with a time-position dependent heat 

flux given as

The author was not able to justify this solution on a rigorous, 

theoretical basis even though several techniques were tried. However, 

the resulting theory (based on this assumed form) correlates well 

with the experimental data, as will be discussed in Chapter 5. An 

alternate analysis to develop a more rigorous solution to the govern

ing differential equation for the case of a time and position depen

dent heat flux, q(s,x), was conducted using a technique involving 

multiple heat sources as suggested in a paper to be published by 

Professor R. E. Petersen. The resulting relationship between temper

ature, T, and heat flux, q(s,x), was quite complex and could not be 

related in any reasonable manner to the experimental data. The 

details of this analysis and suggestions for an alternate flame 

spread model more suitable to this analysis have been included in 

Appendix J .

approach given by Mitchell 7317 (but recognizing its shortcoming), 

it is noted that Equation (27) represents an implicit relationship

o

(27)

Returning to the analysis employed herein and following the
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between x and t, since T\ is a constant. It is still necessary to 

express q(s,x) as f(y) in order to eliminate the dependence of heat 

flux on time. The heat fluxes considered previously can be considered 

to be a maximum, q , adjacent to the flame front where y = 0 and can 

range anywhere from this same value, q ^ , to nearly zero for large 

values of y. From this general requirement, it appears reasonable 

that a most general heat flux-distance-time relationship can be 

expressed in the form

f t  =  ^  'f t ) (28)

where (% is a parameter having dimensions of reciprocal length 

whose purpose is to form the dimensionless distance variables o< y 

and c< x. Substitution of Equation (28) into Equation (27) yields

n  t — r  f ‘ V ' - * 1 d s  <2, ,
(Kpcn;* i (t-s)"'

o

1/2By substituting p  = (K ̂  c ) and changing variable, one obtains

&
I p ( o i ^ )  d ( t — s) (30)

If new variables, ({) and T  , are defined by the relationships.
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_5
t

r  = 4 ft-- - —  = 6 t
ir r ' T j -

and introduced into Equation (30), the following dimensionless 

form results

Z  Z

~  (  (<X u j  d  <Ccnj, <j) (31)
% ^ 7 *

which is equivalent to

7 -  =z / i jJ  ( o i y )  /<U^7 (p  d i j ) (32)

A finite time interval between the start of heat flux and ignition 

of the propellant immediately adjacent to the initial flame front 

must be expected, both physically and for the model developed here. 

Equation (32) can be integrated for the case where x = 0, q = q^, 

(at this point LjJ (<Xy) = 1), to obtain the corresponding value of 

the non-dimensionalized time interval, ,

r = 1 (33)

Up to the time T" = 1, note that x = y, and one can analytically 

express l|l (<xy) identically as /̂/ (c* x) . Thus Equation (32) can 

be expressed as the sum of two integrals with intermediate point



(j)̂ = sin corresponding to T* = 1

t  r
^  ^  = LjJ (c< xj C  ydAsYi (j) d(j) 4- j Ljj(o(^^ A<sY)(j) d  (P (34)

Zh<P»

7~ Z =  ^ ( o ^ x )  ^  I  ~l~ j  Ip (o<^,) dc)) (35)

A

Determination of a suitable heat fLux decay function(s),

IjJ (o< y) , will permit Equation (35) to be solved to yield a theoret

ical o< x vs. >  curve. One decay function employed by Mitchell f 3 1 j  

was selected to provide a flux which would be representative of 

several types of surface heating. Its general form is given by

q = qo (l + o(y) n (36)

It is not unreasonable to expect also that an exponential 

decay function should be employed for the case of unassisted steady

state flame spread. This form is given as

q = qGe <Ky (37)

Several decay functions are shown in Figure 7. The corresponding 

predicted flame spread relationships obtained from Equations (35), 

(36) and (37) are shown in Figure 8. Consideration of the decay 

functions shown in Figure 7 would indicate the general form of 

q/q^ = (1 + o<y) n with a fractional negative exponent to be most
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Figure 7. Heat Flux as a Function of Position for Several Forms of 
the Heat Flux Decay Function /31/.
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Several Forms of the Heat Flux Decay Function.



representative of the type of flux one would expect as a result of 

resistance heating along the propellant surface. This shows a nearly 

constant, but measurable flux at long distances from the flame front. 

The larger flux near the flame front is due to the combined effect 

of radiation from the flame and resistance heating. The general form 

with larger negative exponents indicates a more rapidly diminishing 

flux at large distances from the flame front. This would be represen

tative of the heat flux from an ionic wind which would have a contin

ually decreasing amount of heat available at increasing distances 

from the flame front. Finally, the exponential decay function, 

q/q^ = e *  ̂ , is most representative of steady state radiative and 

conductive heating from the flame front. This results in the linear 

distance vs. time relationship for unassisted flame spread shown in 

Figure 8, but is of little interest for this research.

What remains to be done now is to determine the exact nature 

of the heat flux developed during the experiments to be described in 

Chapter 4. The nature of the resulting heat flux can then be used to 

establish the mechanism responsible for flame spread rate enhancement 

on solid propellant specimens subjected to electric fields.

The best form of the heat flux decay function will be based 

on a comparison of the <xx vs. T  curves in Figure 8 with experimental 

position-time observations. By plotting both the theoretical c* x v s .

T  ( T" = 0 t) and an experimental curve of x vs. t together on double



logarithmic co-ordinates to the same scale, the values of o< and 

can be determined. The relationship between distance and time given 

by Equation (35) can be solved directly for any condition of flame 

spread once the heat flux function and values of o< and @  have been 

determined. The details and results of this procedure have been 

placed in Chapter 5.



CHAPTER 3

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experimental work was conducted at 'the Air Force Rocket 

Propulsion Laboratory in California because of the potential hazards 

of high voltage and propellant combustion as well as the ready 

availability of propellant mixing facilities. A brief description 

of the equipment and procedures used in this research has been 

included in this chapter„ Many additional details pertinent to this 

aspect of the experimental effort have been included in Appendix B.

Test Fixtures

All flame spread tests employed standardized propellant 

specimens mounted between parallel plate electrodes. Special test 

fixtures were ultimately designed to hold the electrodes and properly 

shape the resulting electric field. (Early tests which employed 

electrode geometries modeled after Watermier1s original work [k2] 

were found difficult to analyze.) Fixtures were positioned inside 

a fiberglass (for electrical isolation) fume hood to insure complete 

fume removal during the combustion process (Figures 9 and 10), . The 

specimen could be positioned horizontally anywhere between the . 

electrodes by means of a specimen mount fixture. Optional fore and 

aft vertical plates of transparent plexiglass could be installed to

38.
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permit environmental control of the electrode space surrounding the 

test specimen. The micarta electrode supports provided a high degree 

of electric field uniformity and confinement. In addition, uniformity 

of reradiated heat transfer back to the surface was provided for each 

test.

Specimen Preparation

Identical specimen geometry was employed for most tests. 

Propellant dimensions were 2.00n x 0.50H x 0.25"; however,, a gage 

length of only 1" at the center of the 2" dimension was used for 

actual rate measurement (Figure 11). This permitted 0.25" for 

application of an ignition paste material and 0,25" for stabilization 

of flame spread rate prior to the first gage marker, The remaining

0.50" after the final gage marker was necessary to prevent rapid 

flame spread due to excessive preheating in the small mass of 

remaining propellant.

Specimens were cut to a tolerance of +0.03" from specially; 

cast slabs of propellant. Casting individual specimens was not 

attempted for two reasons: (1) "as cast" surfaces are not suitable*

for flame spread tests since the surface is fuel rich, (2) vacuum 

casting of a highly viscous propellant into small molds is very 

difficult.

A thin layer of RTV 731 silicone rubber adhesive was applied 

to inhibit propellant combustion on all surfaces except the top 

surface under investigation. A thin bead of inhibitor 0.06" wide 

was applied along each top edge to prevent rapid and erratic flame
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I G N I T E R  W I R E
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Figure 11. Propellant S p e c i m e n s  P r e p a r e d  for Testing

M ET A L
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P R O B E S

Figure 12. Clo s e u p  of High Voltage R a k e  P r o b e s  
Positioned on Surface of Test S p e c i m e n
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spread along either edge. -Without this edge inhibitor, erroneously 

high flame spread rates were invariably recorded during high voltage 

tests. Inhibitor selection is discussed in Appendix B and the 

detailed steps of specimen preparation are also listed in Appendix B„

Test Equipment

A variety of special purpose test equipment was developed 

for this experimental effort, since commercial equipment was not 

readily available. The significant items are described below.

Photodiode Rate Detector

The primary method of flame spread rate determination was 

by analysis of motion picture films, but film processing delays 

made this method unsuitable for quick-look analysis of every run. 

Photodiodes were selected in preference to other devices because they 

could be employed without physically disturbing the electric field 

conditions.

The detector assembly consisted of thirteen 0.067M diameter 

photodiodes (Texas Instrument Type LSX-60Q) positioned in a row. All 

were mounted in a single teflon block inside a metal case (Figures 9 

and 10). Light from the propellant flame was directed to the photo

diodes through small holes in two rows of precisely aligned colli

mator plates. By viewing only the top surface of the test specimen, 

the progress of the advancing flame front could be sequentially 

detected by the series of photodiodes. Operational details of the 

rate detector are given in Appendix B.
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High Voltage Rake

A five-probe high voltage rake was designed and fabricated to

monitor the local- voltage (up to 25,000 volts) at five locations in

and near the advancing flame front during certain flame spread tests.

The rake shown in Figure 12 consists of a micarta support assembly on

which is mounted two plexiglass probe guides, designed to align and

electrically isolate the five 0.010" diameter tungsten wire probes

at a spacing of 0.250". The probes could be positioned at nearly any

location on, near, or above the surface of the test specimen.

Judicious selection of test fixture and electrode geometry resulted

in virtually no voltage variation along any individual probe. (See

Chapter 4) Each probe, electrically isolated from the others, was
9connected in series with a resistance of 2.16x10 ohms and a galva

nometer (Appendix B).

The presence of the rake assembly in the region of the test 

specimen was determined to have a measurable, but small distortion 

upon the local voltage as measured under identical conditions with

out the rake assembly. Tests indicated individual voltage variations 

as large as 10%, but the relative voltage distribution was always 

consistent. Successive positioning of the 1" wide- probe assembly 

at different locations within the electrode space resulted in good 

agreement between successive readings. Calibration curves have been 

included in Appendix B. . 1



Electrostatic Probe

Commercially available electrostatic probes were found to be 

unsuitable for use in the determination of flame ion concentrations. 

Contamination, thermal cracking, and thermionic emission from 

uncooled commercial probes produced problems which could not be 

easily overcome (Appendix E)» Therefore, an alternate type of probe 

was designed to overcome these problems and to withstand the severe 

requirements imposed by its intended use (Appendix E).

Figure 13 depicts the final configuration as employed in 

more than 60 tests. The probe was made with 0.015” diameter- tungsten 

wire stretched across a 2” span at the end of a micarta yoke. The 

entire yoke assembly was electrically insulated and mounted on rollers 

to permit smooth but rapid movement of the probe through the flame 

zone in a horizontal plane.

The propellant specimen was mounted vertically above a 

nitrogen gas plenum chamber such that a continuous curtain of inert 

gas was forced upward along the sides of the propellant, thereby 

inhibiting the sides of the propellant and precisely limiting the 

width of the flame zone. The latter was necessary to define the 

effective probe area, a controlled parameter in ion probe studies.

A wire grid (1/16” mesh) was positioned to act as an electrode 

in a horizontal plane 1%" above the initial propellant surface. The 

presence of propellant flame between these two electrodes completed 

the electrical circuit as depicted schematically in Figure 15.
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Figure 13. Electrostatic P r o b e  Setup
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Figure 14. Test Control Center
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Figure 15. Circuit Schematic of Electrostatic Probe.

High Voltage Power Supply

A commercial 100,000 volt DC, 100 milliampere power supply 

(dual polarity) was modified by the author to provide (1) a current 

limiting control to prevent overload shutdown, (2) a "surge on" 

capability to permit automatic actuation of the control unit, and 

(3) continuous recording of output voltage and current. The current 

limiting feature was necessary to prevent large current surges from 

activating the automatic overload shutdown relays. Preliminary 

tests showed that the large variations present in propellant flame 

resistance could cause extreme current surges under certain conditions.

The power supply was constructed in two units, a control 

unit located in the test control center (Figure 14), and a high 

voltage (HV) transformer-rectifier unit (Figure 9). The control 

unit contained a variable transformer (0-240 volt output) in each of
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the three phase input lines. The AC output from each transformer 

was connected to a 500 to 1 oil immersed step up transformer located 

in the HV unit, sized to produce a 120,000 volt output for a 240 volt 

input. Full wave rectification was performed by 72 selenium 

rectifiers.

Ignition

In order to insure reproducable ignition, a 0.015n diameter 

nichrome resistance wire was imbedded below the propellant surface 

and covered with an igniter paste (which burned with a flame temper

ature in excess of 7000°F). When connected to a 35 VAC power source 

for 1.5 seconds, the glowing wire flashed the igniter paste and 

produced identical ignition characteristics every time. After burn- 

through of the resistance wire, the igniter leads were designed to 

fall freely from the test specimen.

The ignition lead wires were electrically isolated by 

installing a 100,000 volt, one-to-one, isolation transformer in the 

circuit between the variable transformer and the ignition lead wires 

(Figure 16). This prevented a short circuit to ground through the 

igniter leads which were always in the proximity of the high voltage 

DC field.
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Figure 16. Ignition Circuit Schematic.

Data Acquisition 

Primary flame spread rate data was recorded photographically 

using colored motion picture film. A standard Bell and Howell 

Model KRM camera was employed for most of the data acquisition tests 

Using a framing rate of 24 - 64 fps, several tests were recorded on 

single roll of film. All film was time coded with 10 marks per 

second using a 110 volt time-of-day coded signal. A synchronized. 

6-volt coded signal was recorded on each oscillograph record, 

providing precise time correlation between each oscillograph record 

and the corresponding film record. Camera actuation, lighting, and 

timing were all controlled remotely by preset signals from an 

automatic test programmer.

Film analysis was done on a Vanguard Model M-16 Motion 

Analyzer. Elapsed time and distance were tabulated and used to
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calculate flame spread rate at several locations for all test runs.

A film analysis sheet (Appendix C) was used for each run to simplify 

data reduction.

In addition to photographic data, a total of eighteen variables 

were recorded at various times on a direct writing 36 channel record

ing oscillograph. Table 5 lists the variables recorded. As with 

the camera, operation of the oscillograph could be controlled . 

remotely by preset signals from the automatic test programmer.

Test Procedures

In order to minimize the hazards associated with both the 

propellant and the high voltage, an automatic test control console 

was designed and built (Figure 14j. Switches mounted on the console 

permitted either manual or automatic actuation of all major test 

functions. An entire test could be conducted by simply engaging a 

"sequence start" switch on the front of the test control console.

The details of the test control console have been included in 

Appendix B.

The high voltage could be programmed to cycle on and off 

two times during any test at controlled intervals. This permitted 

comparative evaluation of field effects during transient conditions 

as well as the effect of applied fields for short periods of time.

A prefire check list containing 94 items was used for all 

tests involving flame spread (Appendix B)» A simplified check list 

was used for electrostatic probe tests. These controlled conditions 

virtually assured reproducible tests every time.



CHAPTER 4

TEST RESULTS

Measurement of Ion and Electron Concentration .

Experimental effort was conducted to estimate the ionized 

species concentration (including electrons) in the various solid 

propellant flames by means of electrostatic probe techniques» This 

work was conducted to corroborate the theoretical values of ionized 

species concentration calculated by the thermochemical equilibrium 

computer program (Chapter 2)0 Although many investigators ^25,14,17/ 

had conducted solid propellant flame analyses using probes 3 no one 

had reported the relative amounts of negative ions and electrons in 

a plasma containing positive ions, negative ions and electrons.

The computer results showed quite conclusively that signifi

cant concentrations of all three types of particles were present in 

each of the four solid propellant flames (Table 2) under investiga

tion o However, experimental effort was limited to only two of the 

solid propellant flames (standard DB and standard composite). 

Acceptable correlation between computer and experimental results 

for these two propellant flames was considered sufficient justifi

cation for acceptance of the computer results. Had this correlation 

proven unsuccessful, it was hoped that at least a qualitative 

assessment' of the relative amounts of positively charged particles 

could have been obtained.

50
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General Considerations

In its simplest form, an electrostatic probe is merely an 

electrode whose voltage can be varied with respect to the plasma in 

which it is immersed to draw a current» The most common objective 

of electrostatic probe theories is to relate the observed current™ 

voltage characteristics to the basic parameters of the plasma; i=e,, 

charged particle concentrations» A discussion of basic Langmuir 

probe theory has been placed in Appendix E for easy reference since 

certain aspects of this theory were useful for the current research»

A straightforward interpretation of probe characteristics 

requires that the following criteria be satisfied:

1. The free electrons have a Maxwellian velocity distribution,

2, Secondary emission processes on the probe surface intro

duce a negligible effect on the probe characteristic,

3, The outside diameter of the plasma sheath surrounding the

probe is small compared to the ion and electron mean free

paths,

4. The plasma is neutral; i.e., the positive charge density

is equal to the negative charge density.

Consideration was given to each of these, criteria before the 

final electrostatic probe configuration (Chapter 3) was selected.

For the case of solid propellant flames burning at atmospheric 

pressure, a Maxwellian velocity distribution was assumed to exist 

because all particles were at or near thermal equilibrium. Corrective 

action was necessary to eliminate the effect of thermionic emission
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on probe characteristics 3 since early experiments indicated this to 

be a severe problem. In addition^ corrections were made for the 

decreased mean free path of particles at atmospheric pressure. 

Corrections were made also for Reynolds number effects in the plasma. 

The last criteria, overall charge neutrality in the plasma, was 

determined to be valid because charges were generated mainly by 

chemi-ionization, a mechanism which maintains charge neutrality.

The data thus obtained were regarded with a high level of confidence.

Composite Propellant Charged Particle Concentrations

Charged particle concentrations in composite propellant 

' flames were determined experimentally from the characteristic current- 

voltage curve shown in Figure 17. Using the test configuration shown 

in Figure 13, approximately thirty propellant specimens were burned 

to define the curve shape. The curve could not be obtained by a 

single voltage sweep (as done by most other investigators) due to 

the probe contamination problems. Repeated tests were made at 

various voltage levels in order to demonstrate the reproducibility 

of the current recorded between specimens at a given voltage. The 

scatter bands shown in Figure 17 are representative of the variations 

in current obtained at a given probe bias.

Two distinct plateaus or saturation current levels were 

observed for the case of positive probe bias. The lower was 

attributed to saturation by the more energetic electrons and the 

upper was attributed to saturation due to negative ions. Both are
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discussed further in the following development. A lower level of 

positive ion saturation current was obtained for negative probe bias.

Positive Ions. The most idealized representation for 

determination of positive ion concentration from characteristic 

curve data (low pressure plasma) comes from Cobine .

2.5 m+ i+nn+ = (jT-TjrO (Langmuir theory) (38)
b + p

Using an estimated particle temperature of = T^, an average 

atomic weight of 33 (from computer analysis, Chapter 2), and a 

saturation current of i ^  = 220x10 ^ amperes (Figure 17), the value 

of n was determined to beT

, n^ll particles Z1  ̂ xn = 1.73x10 -c  ---  (low pressure plasma)
cm

Equation (38) represents the most idealized case and does not

account for the large size of the probe with respect to the mean free

path of the particles at the higher pressures employed. The effect

of probe diameter is relatively insignificant when plasma pressures

are extremely low and mean free paths are on the order of centimeters

At higher plasma pressures, however, the mean free paths are reduced
-4 -5to the order of 10 - 10 cm, significantly smaller than probe

(sheath) diameter [ 2 ] . An improvement on Equation (38) was developed 

for an infinite cylinder by King and Calcote [19]  3 which is more 

appropriate for the present probe geometry at high plasma pressures. 

This also included corrections for probe dimensions and particle 

mean free path
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2.5 m.

z
L

4
(39)

Evaluation of Equation (39) using value of ^  = 7.0x10 "*cm

(Appendix E) results in an increase in the theoretical positive ion 

concentration given as

n. = 1.62xl014 Parl:1; les+ (high pressure plasma)
cm'

The analysis thus far makes no consideration for (1) effects 

of mass flow past the probe and (2) diffusion effects, although both 

effects would be expected to decrease the concentration of particles 

near the probe. Jensen and Kurzius [16] suggested a method which 

considered these effects in subsonic, laminar, atmospheric flames. 

With suitable rearrangement, the equation for positive ion concentra 

tion can be expressed as

i

CLAN6)
o.rsd
/I/ \ Jbi.

+ 0.55- Rz

d/z  + /t.

(40)

Using a value of Reynolds Number calculated to be Re = 0.11, Equation 

(40) yields the value of positive ion concentration corrected for 

velocity

n. = 1.17X1014 PartlcleS+ cm-
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This improved value of positive ion concentration is only slightly 

less than the previous value (Equation 39) which neglected any 

consideration for velocity. Either case, however, compares favorably 

with the theoretical positive ion concentration determined to be

1.25xl014 Particles (R+ = 1>38xl013 + Na+ = i.ilxlO14, Chapter 2). 
cm^

Electrons. Next, attention is directed to the portion of the 

characteristic curve associated with the collection of electrons in 

a retarding field (positively biased probe)'. Two distinct levels of 

saturation current are evident in Figure 17. The first level is 

370 jusl at +4 volts probe bias and the second level is 510 y/a at 

6 volts probe bias. The presence of the distinct "knee" represents 

a departure from the shape of characteristic curves typically 

obtained by previous investigators (showing only one saturation 

level). The "knee" is associated primarily with electron current 

since a given positive bias will attract significantly more electrons 

than slower moving positive ions. At higher probe bias, the next 

plateau shown is due to probe current associated with the attraction 

of negative ions. A discussion to support these statements is 

included in Appendix E.

The calculation of electron density is based on the same 

principles developed previously for positive ion density and requires 

substitution of appropriate electron related values into Equation 

(40). Efforts to determine the electron temperature experimentally 

from the slope of the characteristic curve resulted in an abnormally 

high temperature. Therefore, a theoretical value of 3010°K (equilib

rium flame temperature) was used in the calculation of electron
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concentration. The resulting value of electron concentration was 

determined to be

n = 2.72X1011 
e cm3

which is one order of magnitude lower than determined by the computer

calculations. A discussion of the analysis leading to the above

value of electron concentration has been included in Appendix E.

Negative Ions. The value of negative ion concentration was 

next evaluated by measuring the increment of probe current associated 

with that portion of the characteristic curve between the electron 

saturation "knee" and the true plasma potential (Figure 17). In 

this region, the increasing positive probe bias was sufficient to 

attract the lower energy negative ions, which up till now had been 

repelled by the electron space charge which exists near the probe.

As the plasma potential, V , is reached, the probe is at the same 

potential as the plasma and the charged particles migrate to the 

probe because of their thermal velocities.

As for the case of electrons, Equation (40) needs only to 

be modified appropriately to determine the negative ion concentration. 

The most common negative ion was known to be chlorine. Cl , with an 

atomic weight of 35.5. Using a value of (determined

previously) and the experimentally determined ion current of 160ju. a , 

the negative ion concentration was calculated to be

n„ - 0.90xl014 Particles
cm
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which compares favorably with the negative ion concentration predicted 

by the computer program. These experimental values are summarized in 

Table 4 for comparison with the theoretical values determined from ■ 

computer calculations. •

Double Base Propellant Flame Particle Concentrations

Using similar computational techniques and the experimental 

characteristic curves shown in Figure 18, particle concentrations 

were determined for the DB propellant combustion products at atmos

pheric pressure. The resulting values are also given in Table 4, 

from which it is seen that these experimental values differ signifi

cantly from the original theoretical calculations for DB propellant. 

The experimental values for ions do, however, agree quite closely 

with the revised theoretical calculations which were based on reduced 

combustion of aluminum as discussed in Chapter 2.

As with the composite propellant, the experimental value of 

electron concentration was one order of magnitude lower than the 

theoretical values. This points to a shortcoming in the technique 

for experimental determination of electron concentrations, most 

likely due to the reasons discussed in Appendix E. The lower concen

tration of electrons is less important since it has been shown quite 

conclusively that the principle negative charge carriers are not 

electrons, but chlorine ions.

Excellent agreement between the theoretical and experimental 

approach for both positive and negative ion concentrations was 

obtained with each type of propellant tested. This provided the



confidence required to employ the more detailed values of concentra

tions predicted by the computer. Once the theoretical technique was 

shown to be acceptable, it became reasonable to accept the theoretical 

values for all four propellant formulations, even though experimental 

confirmation was not conducted on the two doped propellants.

Electrostatic Field Plots 

Experiments were conducted to determine the potential 

distribution between the electrodes both prior to and during the 

flame spreading process. The results of electrostatic field plots 

prior to ignition led to the selection of an optimum electrode 

geometry and to an understanding of the 3-D potential distribution 

around the specimen, Transient field gradient data was obtained to 

show field conditions during the flame spread process. Each of 

these two types of experiments is discussed below.

Field Plots Prior to Ignition

Initial tests were conducted with an electrometer configured 

for testing up to 30 KV, The slow response time of the electrometer 

resulted in the use of a fast response vacuum tube voltmeter (VTVM) 

with a special probe extension for the subsequent tests. It was 

determined that the small (10  ̂amps) current required for operation 

of the VTVM did not appreciably disturb the local field potential,

. , A sketch of the coordinate system employed to map the 3-D 

static potential is shown in Figure 19. Readings were made in the x 

direction between the electrodes every one-half inch (+l/16!l), but
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one-inch intervals were determined sufficient for good resolution 

in the y and z direction.

*5r.o &

1 &PGC.I t/ieN

Figure 19. Sketch of Coordinate System Employed to Map 3-D 
Static Potential.

Four electrode sizes were evaluated: (1) 1/2" x 1", (2)

1" x 2 1/4", (3) 2" x 3 3/4", and (4) 6" x 6", at a 4" spacing.

Each electrode size was evaluated both with a test specimen and with

out a test specimen installed. Finally, all tests were repeated with 

the upper half of the micarta test fixtures removed to evaluate the 

effect of these fixtures on the resulting field conditions (Figure

10). Only standard DB specimens were employed for these tests. All 

tests were conducted at 25,000 volts plate potential.

The resulting data from approximately 4500 individual points 

was then displayed in two-dimensional arrays. Typical arrays are 

shown in Figures 20 and 21. The following conclusions were drawn:
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1. Micarta test support fixtures aided significantly in

shaping field between electrodes. All tests were to be

■ made with upper fixtures installed0

2. Local potential distribution above test specimen, was not

appreciably affected by presence of test specimen and 

specimen mount0

3. Little variation of potential existed in z-direction 

within projected confines of metal electrodes. This 

effectively created a 2-D field around the test specimen 

for two largest electrode sizes 0 .

4o Based on item 3. above, the 2n x 3.3/4n electrode size 

was considered best for all tests in order to insure a 

2-D field and minimum effect on subsequent field plots 

during flame spread HV rake tests.

Field Plots During Flame Spread

The variation in field potential along the surface and

immediately above the surface during several flame spread tests was

obtained using the five-probe high voltage rake described in Chapter

3. No change in the nominal flame spread rate could be detected due 

to the presence of the HV rake assembly. Approximately thirty such 

tests were conducted on the four propellant formulations using 

initial electrode voltages of 25 KV and 30 KV.

Several tests were conducted to obtain a comparison between

high voltage readings made with the HV rake and earlier readings made 

with the VTVM under like conditions. Both the HV rake and the VTVM



probe showed the same voltage level and voltage drop along the 

surface of the one-inch gage length on top of the propellant speci

men. Above the surface of the propellant, a small difference was 

noted between the voltage levels, but the same voltage drop was 

indicated for both the HV rake and the VTVM probe. From this it was 

concluded that the HV rake could impart a measurable disturbance to 

the field, but in all cases, it was shown to give a good indication 

of the voltage change within a region under investigation. The 

results of two different runs (9057-2 and 9059-1) are plotted in 

Figure 22 and graphically show the excellent correlation between two 

sets of HV rake data obtained from different specimens tested under 

identical conditions.

Reference to Figure 22 reveals the features of the potential 

distribution along a typical DB test specimen during flame spread at 

the time when the flame is coincident with the first marker (Figure

11). With a total voltage drop of approximately 14.5 KV between 

electrodes (determined independently of HV rake data), less than 8%, 

or 1.1 KV, occurred within the flame zone, producing an average 

longitudinal flame gradient of 1 . KV/inch. At the flame edge, this 

gradient exhibited a marked discontinuity, increasing to a.constant 

value of 5.5 KV/inch along the 1 1/2" length of unignited propellant 

surface. The remaining 1/21 electrode space (quiescent ambient air) 

accounted for the final 5 KV drop to the ground electrode. The 

reported values are considered representative of voltages all across 

the specimen width since this particular test configuration exhibited 

little voltage variation transverse to the specimen centerline.
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Figure 22. Potential Distribution along Typical DB Specimen 
during Flame Spread.

Tests were conducted to evaluate the differences which 

existed in voltage profiles for each of the four propellant formu

lations coincident with arrival of the flame front at each of the 

five HV probes. The precise time of arrival was determined from 

photodiode data and confirmed by motion picture analysis. Voltage 

profiles at different times during flame spread for standard DB 

and doped DB propellants are shown in Figures 23 and 24. The 

cross-hatching represents the relative location of the flame front 

at each time interval.

Figure 25 is a single plot showing superimposed voltage 

profiles from the four conditions described above just as the flame 

reaches the first marker. The similarity in voltage profiles at the
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beginning of flame spread is graphically displayed therein. Figures 

26 and 27 show comparisons of these voltage profiles at latter flame 

positions during the tests, from which it is seen that the similarity 

between standard and undoped OB propellants disappears.

Observations made based on these data from DB specimens are 

listed below:

1. A voltage gradient of approximately 5 KV/inch existed N 

across the unburned propellant surface during most of the 

test.

2. The voltage gradient within the flame zone was relatively 

small, determined to be on the order of 1 KV/inch.

3. Similar voltage distributions existed near the surface 

and 0.5" above the surface.

4. Doped specimens resulted in similar voltage gradients, 

but lower levels of voltage, during the latter intervals.

Comparable data for the composite and doped composite propel

lant is presented in Figures 28 and 29. A superimposed plot of the 

composite voltage gradients when the flame reaches the first marker 

is shown in Figure 30 for the various tests. When compared with DB 

propellant specimens, some composite propellant specimens exhibited 

larger gradients at the beginning of the flame spread, but all had 

smaller gradients in the latter intervals.

All of the DB tests were characterized by essentially 

constant current (approximately 7,0 milliamperes) between the 

electrodes. This current was observed to be conducted primarily
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along the propellant surface (Figure 31) and across the intervening 

1/2" electrode space after electrical breakdown was induced by the 

initial voltage surge. The composite propellant tests were 

characterized by smaller values of current between the electrodes.

In fact, the first and second intervals of many tests had little 

measurable current. This accounts for the two tests shown in Figure 

30 (Test 9092-2 and 9092-3) which have higher voltage levels as well 

as higher voltage gradients along the unburned surface. For the two 

instances cited, this condition of high voltage and high voltage 

gradient existed longer than two seconds after the voltage was 

applied with only a few hundred microamperes of current flow. At 

this time, voltage and voltage gradient reduced sharply and current 

increased to milliamperes. The lower values of voltage and voltage 

gradient observed in Figure 30 (Test 9092-1 and 9092-4) were
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Figure 31. Typical V i e w  of Intermittent Visible 
Surface Conduction During Flame Spread

Figure 32. Dar k e n i n g  of S p e c i m e n  During B urning
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characterized by larger amounts of current at the time of analysis 

which were not present during the two tests mentioned previously.

The important feature was that no enhancement in flame

spread rate could be observed•until a measurable value of current 

could be induced. During this period of time when no rate enhance

ment was observed, the experimentally determined voltage gradient 

(Figure 30) was shown to be very large, both along the propellant 

surface and 0.5” above the propellant surface. If the field- 

induced movement of ions were to have taken place and cause flame 

rate enhancement, conditions could not have been more favorable, 

since the concentration of flame ions was known to be one to two 

orders of magnitude greater than that present in the DB propellants. 

The two-second duration during which these conditions were known to 

exist, was far longer than the total time observed for flame spread 

along the entire length of previous DB specimens, yet no measurable 

change in flame spread rate could be detected.

From these tests, it became increasingly apparent that the 

primary mechanism of flame spread rate enhancement was not related to 

field-induced movement of ion, i.e., an ”ionic wind”. This is not 

meant to imply that an ionic wind does not exist, but rather that the

effect of this wind is small and,most likely secondary for the

particular configuration employed.

Flame Spread Rate Data 

Flame spread rate tests were conducted to evaluate the effect 

of various electric field conditions upon the flame spread rate for
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the four propellant formulations (Table 1). A single specimen 

geometry was employed for nearly all tests in order to reduce the 

variables and standardize testing procedures. Details of the test 

setup are described in Chapter 3.

The test program was designed to obtain comparative data for 

each formulation under a variety of test conditions. Approximately 

260 tests were conducted in support of the data reported in this 

section. A breakdown of these tests is shown in Table 6. The 

numbering scheme for these tests is described in Appendix B since 

reference to tests occurs frequently in this section. Double base 

propellant was most easily obtained and was therefore employed for 

all development tests and "one of a kind" type tests to evaluate 

specific parameters.

Double Base Propellant Tests

The first series of tests (after preliminary tests) was 

conducted on standard DB propellant using 4" electrode spacing. The 

results were discouraging in view of the fact that only small rate

enhancements were obtained. It was observed that the electrodet
currents were on the order of microamperes. The small rate increases 

were relatively insensitive to current3_ voltage, and even power. Any 

combination of the above parameters greater than zero resulted in a 

rate increase of approximately 35%. This was in sharp contrast with ; 

preliminary tests using Watermiers1 original configuration [21^kl] 

which produced increases on the order of several hundred percent.
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These test results suggested that the rate enhancements 

obtained in the preliminary tests were in some manner related to 

current or power. Therefore, a subsequent series of qualitative 

tests (9035 and 9036) were conducted with electrode spacing reduced 

to 3n in order to induce voltage breakdown with its associated 

current increase. Rate increases as large as 600% were observed.

These increases were found to be related to current and/or power 

and were insensitive to electrode polarity. Film analyses revealed 

several significant facts.:

1. The largest rate increases were associated with thin 

blue current arcs and regions qf green corona, discharge . 

contiguous to the propellant surface (Figure 31).

2. Lower rate increases were associated with arcing which was 

observed to occur in the electrode space 1” - 2n above the 

propellant surface.

3. Darkening of the propellant surface occurred ahead of the 

flame front on some tests at higher voltage (Figure 32).

4.. Premature ignition sites were observed occasionally on the 

propellant surface ahead of the flame front, invariably 

emanating from a darkened zone.

5. Premature ignition sites were also observed on certain 

tests near the unignited end of test specimen at points 

coincident with arc impingement from the adjacent 

electrode.
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Rate vs. Electrical Power. The subsequent test series (9037) 

was conducted to determine a specific relationship between flame 

spread rate and several variables at many initial electrode voltage. 

settings from 0 - 45 KV (anode on left). Figure 33 clearly shows a 

definite non-linear relationship between flame spread rate and total 

electrical power dissipated between the electrodes. The relative 

insensitivity to polarity is shown in Figure 34. No correlation 

between flame spread rate and either applied electrode voltage or 

electrode current could be obtained.

It was theorized that some portion of this electrical power 

was.being dissipated along the propellant surface (which acted as a 

resistor), thereby preheating the propellant surface and assisting 

the flame spread process. For a given energy input rate, the time 

available for heating would have been longer for the test intervals 

farthest removed from the flame front after.the voltage was applied. 

Thus., one would expect spread rates to be faster in the later inter

vals. This postulate is supported by the higher rates shown in 

Figure 33 and 34 for the later intervals at any value of power input.

It should be recognized at this point that it was not known 

how much, if any, of the observed flame spread rate increase.was due 

to heating effects from an ionic wind and how much was due to electric 

energy dissipation. Further, the amount of electrical energy 

actually available for surface heating was indeterminate,. since 

energy was also dissipated in the right-hand electrode space as well 

as in the gaseous media contiguous to the surface.
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. Surface Darkening-. As with the 9035 and 9036 series 5 the 

9037 series of tests produced clear evidence of surface darkening 

ahead of the flame front at higher power levels. In order to 

establish the reason for this darkening, a series of tests was 

conducted to effect controlled heating of propellant specimens with 

a 0.015" diameter resistance wire placed 1/32" below one surface«, .

Heating of the wire at different rates from a variable AC 

power source resulted in clear evidence of surface darkening immedi

ately above the heated wire ahead of the advancing flame front.

These events were recorded on colored motion picture film. -From 

this it was determined that a.current of 6 amperes at 5 volts for 

less than two seconds produced measurable darkening. This power 

input of 30 watts was determined (assumptions and calculations shown

in Appendix D) to be equivalent to a heat flux in the affected zone
2of approximately 14 cal/cm -sec.

Calculations were next made to estimate the power required to 

produce a similar heat flux to the surface of a propellant specimen 

during an actual test. Analysis was made at the time the flame front 

reached the first marker. Heating of the unignited surface at a rate 

comparable to that experienced by the submerged wire specimen was 

determined to require an energy input of 33 watts. Likewise, assump

tions and calculations are shown in Appendix D . This value is 

consistent with the overall energy dissipation rate of 100 watts 

(typical for maximum darkening) between electrodes when consideration 

is made for: (1) 40% energy loss in the right-most electrode space,
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(2) an unknown energy loss above the surface, and (3) inefficiencies 

associated with heat transfer, all of which prevent the largest 

portion of the 100 watts from heating the exposed surface. This 

yielded clear evidence that the darkening of the surface was 

largely due to preheating of the propellant by electrical energy 

from the power supply0

High Voltage. Cycle Tests. These tests were conducted to- 

evaluate the responsiveness of spread rate to repeated application 

of voltage. Voltage was programmed to turn on in a normal manner, 

turn off after the flame had passed the first interval and then cycle 

on again prior to the fourth interval, remaining on for the duration 

of the test.

As was expected, the rate increased markedly during the first 

interval. However, when the voltage was off during most of the two 

middle.intervals, the rate remained at a steady value approximately 

four times faster than normal.. This indicated that the surface had 

been preheated uniformly during the time the voltage was on and 

continued to respond to this preheating after the voltage was turned 

off. Subsequent application of the voltage resulted in a larger rate 

during the fourth interval. The uniform preheating of the unignited 

■propellant surface ahead of the flame was determined to be more 

closely associated with the heat flux due to electrical energy 

dissipation than with the heat flux due to an ionic wind. (nearly 

constant vs. exponential decay ~ see Figure 7)
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Doped Double Base Propellant Tests

The 9045 test series was conducted to evaluate doped DB 

propellant under varying initial electrode voltage conditions. The 

results show (Figure 35) that less power is required for. a given rate 

increase when compared with the undoped DB propellant. However, the 

curves maintain the same characteristic shape. As with the undoped 

propellant, no correlation was" evident between either applied voltage 

or electrode current and spread.rate. The power reudctions for a 

given rate increase (compared with 9037 series) became progressively 

larger in the latter intervals. These were determined to be:

Interval No. % Power Reduction for
a given rate increase 

(compared with 9037 series)

1 25
2 46
3
4 67

At first this increased rate for a given voltage was attributed to 

movement of the larger number of flame ions which were known to be 

present in the doped DB propellant flame (see Table 2). The above 

conclusion was subsequently shown to be incorrect by means of the 

additional tests and evaluations discussed below.

Propellant Xgnitability Tests. The more rapid spread rate 

shown for the doped DB propellant could have been caused by a lower 

ignition temperature. As a confirmation that no difference existed 

■ between the ignition temperature of the two propellants, a series of
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tests were conducted to obtain ignition times for each propellant. 

under identical conditions. The results from these hot wire ignition 

tests, reported only in Appendix F because of their uniformity, 

indicate clearly an identical ignition energy for the two propellants. 

These tests stopped further speculation that a lower ignition temper

ature was contributory to the observed rate enhancement.

HV Rake Tests. Initial voltage drop along the standard DB 

propellant surface was identical to initial voltage drop along the 

doped DB propellant surface. As the flame reached the middle marker, 

the mean level of voltage for the doped DB propellant was approxi

mately 4 KV lower than.the standard propellant. A similar condition 

prevailed at the last marker. These changes were previously shown 

in Figures 25, 26, and 27. This was a clear indication that circuit 

resistance was decreasing faster for the doped propellant since a 

constant current condition existed.

Propellant Resistance Tests. Tests were conducted to point 

out any differences in propellant resistance as a function of tempera

ture. The overall propellant resistance (hence, surface resistance) 

was determined to be an inverse function of temperature for both types 

of propellant. Details of these experiments (for all four types of 

propellant) have been included in Appendix G. The significant fact 

to note here is that the standard DB and the doped DB propellants 

experienced an identical resistance change as temperature was 

increased. From this, it was concluded that the more rapid voltage
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drop observed for the doped propellant reflected an increased propel

lant heating rate. Still, it remained to be shown just what mechanism 

was responsible for this increased heating rate»

Flame Zone Characteristics. A frame-by-frame analysis of 

films from many tests clearly showed the presence of electrical 

discharges above the surface of the standard DB specimens, but little 

evidence of arcing above the surface of the doped DB specimens„ This 

indicated that very little energy was being dissipated high above 

the surface of the doped DB propellant and that greater amounts of 

energy were being dissipated high above the surface of the standard 

DB propellant. The greater amount of energy loss in the latter case 

was reflected as an increased power requirement for a given rate 

increase o.

An explanation of these selective current paths was also 

obtained from film analysis. Characteristics of the two flame 

patterns under like conditions of applied field were measurably 

different. The standard DB propellant flame was observed to deflect 

a maximum.of 18° - 20° to the right of a vertical centerline toward 

the remote electrode. At no time could the doped propellant flame 

be deflected more than 8° - 9° past the vertical centerline. This 

was due to the higher electrical conductivity of the doped propellant 

flame and its lower field gradient. The flame boundary for the 

standard DB propellant was not well defined and the associated turbu

lence created more convective heating in the adjacent electrode space. 

In contrast to this, the doped propellant flame possessed a well 

defined boundary which resulted in very little mixing with the air
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in the adjacent electrode space. Heating of the intervening 

electrode space with more hot gases created conditions favorable for 

intermittent electrical breakdown high above the propellant surface 

where the flame was most turbulent. Thus, conditions were more favor

able for current conduction high above the surface of the standard DB 

propellant. This led to a proportionally larger energy loss high 

above the surface. Tests were also conducted to determine the change 

in flame spread rate produced by varying the flame deflection angle 

(Appendix I). The results indicated a negligible effect for small 

deflection angles.

Reduced Electrode Spacing Tests on DB Propellant

All of the tests thus far support the mechanism of surface 

preheating by electrical energy rather than ionic winds. In an effort

to provide quantitative support for this theory, tests were conducted

which eliminated the electrode space at either end of the test speci

men. The resulting 2M electrode spacing placed the specimen in 

direct contact with both electrodes. If electrical energy were 

responsible for the propellant heating, one should expect a power 

reduction proportional to the resistance of the electrode.space 

removed at any given rate enhancement.

Two series of tests (9072 and 9073) were conducted on 

standard DB propellant with a 2I! electrode spacing0 No other param

eters were changed0 As before, little difference was noted between

polarities and the same general trends were evident (Figure 36).
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More important, however, the magnitude of the power required for a 

given rate enhancement was consistently less than with 3" electrode 

spacing. This would be expected for the case of the propellant 

surface acting as a resistor.

Calculations were, made to determine the percentage of power 

dissipated in the right electrode space during a test from the previ

ous 9037 test series (3n electrode spacing) for two typical flame 

locations. The voltage drop across the right electrode space varied 

only slightly during a test. Therefore, the percentage of total 

energy dissipated in this right electrode space during each successive 

interval became progressively larger0 Next, using the same 9037 test 

series as a baseline, calculations were made at similar flame loca

tions during the 9072 test series (2n electrode spacing) to determine 

the percentage power reduction realized. These power reductions were 

then compared with the power loss in the right electrode space during 

the 9037 series. The results of this comparison are tabulated'below:

Interval 1 
Interval 3

Percent Power Loss in 
Right Electrode Space 

(9037 series)

33
57

Percent Power 
Reduction 

(9072 series)

Ideal

33
57

Actual

21
48

The percent power reduction was determined from data plotted 

in Figures 33 and 36 at a spread rate of 1.0 inches per second. The 

percentage of power dissipated in the right electrode space was
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determined from HV rake data and could only be obtained at fixed 

marker positions. Hence, these values were taken at the beginning of 

the first and third intervals for comparison with power reductions 

during the first and third intervals, a slight compromise necessi

tated by the test conditions,

The small difference between the ideal and actual power 

reduction could be attributed to inaccuracies in measuring the voltage 

drop, but it is felt that the most significant factor was an increased 

amount of current conductance above the propellant surface brought 

about by greater heating of the upper electrode space due to closer 

arrangement of the electrodes0 This latter condition would result in 

increased power dissipation high above the surface and would be 

reflected as a power reduction less than ideal. When consideration 

was given to these factors, the results provided quantitative support 

for the fact that the primary mechanism of flame spread enhancement 

was surface preheating by electrical energy.

Summarizing the DB. propellant tests', the larger spread rate 

obtained for doped DB propellant compared with standard DB propellant 

under similar conditions was not associated with an increased nionic 

wind”. The difference was shown to be related to the more effective 

utilization of available electrical energy which preheated the 

propellant surface more rapidly, thus leading to faster rates with 

lower power consumptiono , .
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.Composite Propellant Flame Spread Tests

A lesser number of test series was conducted on both 

standard composite and doped composite propellant,/ These test were 

incorporated into the original test plan because early investigators 

[21,427 had omitted consideration from this more commonly used type 

of propellanto The results of the composite propellant rate tests 

were very influential, and in fact, fundamental to the development 

of the resulting theory which discounts any significant effect of 

ionic winds on the flame spread rate of solid propellant.

Three-inch electrode spacing was employed for most tests.

Only a few tests were conducted with four-inch electrode spacing to 

determine the effect. The first two test series (9087, 9091) were 

with standard composite propellant in which the initial electrode 

voltage was varied from 0 - 35 KV for each polarity. The results 

from both cases, as with the DB propellants, were identical. However, 

the most significant result was the very small rate increase observed 

for all initial electrode voltage settings above zero.

Figure 37 shows the observed flame spread rates plotted 

against power dissipated. The same effect was obtained for either 

polarity. Obviously, a similar correlation could have been obtained 

for a plot of rate vs. either applied voltage or electrode current 

since flame spread-rate was effectively constant above the "no 

voltage" conditiono

Flame spread profiles were quite uniform in all cases and 

were characterized by an even spread pattern. In no case was there
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any evidence of surface darkening. All evidence of visible arcing 

(determined from movie analysis) was observed to occur high above 

the propellant surface, in contrast to DB tests where much arcing 

was. observed to occur along the propellant surface. These observa

tions corroborate the previously postulated theory that flame spread, 

enhancement is due to electrical heating of the propellant surface. 

Since the composite propellant resistance was determined to be 

approximately 3 1/2 orders of magnitude greater than the DB propel

lant (Appendix G), the propensity for current conduction along the 

propellant surface is greatly diminished. In fact, even a minimum 

amount of convective heating in the upper electrode space is suffi

cient to make the resistance of the air gap equal to or even less 

than the effective circuit resistance along the propellant surface. 

This condition was observed consistently in every instance where 

electrode breakdown was known to occur and resulted in only a very 

small percentage of any electrode current along the surface of the 

propellant. This small amount of current was sufficient to induce 

only a limited amount of surface heating which was reflected in the 

stated 10 - 15% rate increase, quite insensitive to initial applied 

voltage.

Tests with the doped composite propellant (9092 test series) 

resulted in identical results as reported above for the standard 

composite specimens.. These data are plotted in Figure 38 and clearly
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show the absence of any difference between the standard and doped 

composite propellants. At this time, it must be reiterated that:

1. The doped composite propellant had positive ion concentrations 

two orders of magnitude greater than the standard composite 

propellant (Table 2).

2. Maximum electric field gradients of 8 KV/inch near the 

flame and 800 V/inch in the flame were present for 

periods of time in excess of two seconds during most runs 

(Figures 28, 29).

Thus, the conditions were proper for the inducement of an ionic wind, 

but the magnitude of the resulting effect was so small as to be 

ineffective for the geometrical conditions imposed.

Further Evaluation of Conduction Mechanism

Up to this point, the evidence presented to support the 

mechanism of surface conduction is quite convincing, but somewhat

circumstantial. Additional evidence was sought to confirm that the
/ ' -

hypothesized mechanism of surface conduction was significant. The 

important features from four series of tests and their contribution 

toward confirmation of a surface conduction mechanism on DB propel

lant are described below.

Propellant Resistivity Measurements. The same tests reported 

previously to determine propellant resistance as a function of temper

ature were used to determine the value of propellant resistivity

(Appendix G). Resistivity, an invariant material property, was found 
5

to be 4.1x10 jQ* -cm when evaluated under low voltage conditions.
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Propellant Resistance Measurements for Varying Thickness 

Ratios (Experimental). Tests were conducted to evaluate the effect 

of propellant thickness on the total propellant resistance. These • 

tests were conducted at both low voltage and at 500 volts. Electrical 

contact was made on regions of the upper surface with heavy copper 

electrodes (Figure 39) in order to simulate the actual test configur

ation. All surfaces except the top were inhibited. Figure 39 also 

shows the variation in resistance as a function of specimen thickness.. 

This change in resistance reflects the decrease in "apparent resis

tivity" with specimen thickness as shown in Figure 40.

Initially it was thought that,this decrease in "apparent 

resistivity" was due to a larger proportion of surface conduction on 

the thinner specimens. However, it was recognized that varying the 

length/thickness ratio in conjunction with the non-symmetrica1 method 

of electrical contact could also change the resulting shape factor 

/36j7, thereby changing the "apparent resistivity”. Thus it was not 

known at this point whether the observed values of propellant resis

tance had been affected by increased surface conduction or variation 

in the shape factor.

Propellant Resistance Measurements for Varying Thickness 

Ratios (Electrical Analog). In order to determine the variation in 

propellant resistance as a function of thickness ratio (L/h) without 

the effects of surface conduction (if present), an electrical analog 

technique /~36j using graphite coated "Tele-deltos" paper was employed. 

The resulting two-dimensional array of constant potential lines and
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constant flux lines permitted accurate determination of total 

resistance for each of the thickness ratios tested. The resulting 

variation in resistance was related to specimen thickness and 

superimposed as a dotted line in Figure 39. Details of these tests 

are given in Appendix H. The close agreement between the experimental 

and electrical analog indicates an absence of any significant surface 

conduction at the lower voltages employed for these tests.

The tests did, however, provide data to confirm the presence 

of surface conduction at the higher values of voltage present during 

typical flame spread tests. From a value of specimen resistance 

(determined to be 3.1x10^ J7. from Figure 39), and the voltage drop 

along the surface of the propellant immediately after ignition 

(Figure 22), the maximum theoretical current through the propellant 

was calculated to be

E 7. 5xl0^volts r, ^-3 I = — =  — A  = 2.42x10 amperes
R 3.1x10-0.

Comparison of this theoretical value of current with actual values of
-3

8.4x10 amperes observed during many tests revealed that the actual

value was nearly 3.5 times the theoretical value of current. In

other words, the apparent resistance of the propellant decreased by

a factor of 3.5 under conditions of high electric field. Assuming

that the actual propellant resistivity (a material property) remains
*3constant under high electric field conditions and that only 2.42x10 

amperes go through the specimen, the minimum surface current would 

be approximately
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of the total current. When consideration is given to the fact that 

the remaining 28% of the total current conducted through the propel

lant specimen is concentrated primarily within the upper one half 

of the propellant volume (Appendix H), the amount of current 

conducted near the upper surface becomes even larger than 72%.

Surface Conduction Tests at High Electric Field Conditions. 

As a final confirmation that surface conduction was present during 

high electric field conditions, several "notched" propellant speci

mens were prepared for testing under actual high voltage conditions. 

All electrical current was constrained to flow along the top surface 

of the specimens by employing the configuration shown in the sketch 

below. The cutout volume was filled with a high dielectric material

NOTCH f=/U.gp ...... .

(RTV 731) which would effectively prevent any significant current 

conduction through the propellant cross section. The object of 

these tests was to compare the flame spread characteristics of the 

notched specimens with previous unnotched specimens.
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The flame spread rates and characteristics for the notched 

specimens were the same as for previous unnotched specimens under 

similar conditions0 No reduction in the total current flow was noted. 

Surface darkening was observed to occur ahead of the flame front and

occasional surface arcs were visible. The only difference noted was
} ■ -

a tendency for darkening and/or preignition sites to occur frequently 

in the thin propellant layer directly above the dielectric filled 

volume. This was due to the low thermal conductivity of the dielec

tric material and the lowered heat capacity of the thin propellant 

layer, which resulted in a faster temperature rise for a given current 

flow.

The similar characteristics observed for these notched 

propellant specimens indicated quite clearly that surface conduction 

is the primary conduction mechanism in DB propellant at the high 

voltages employed during flame spread tests. From these tests, it 

was estimated that nearly 80% of all current conducted at high volt

ages goes along the surface.



CHAPTER 5

DISCUSSION

The experimental data presented so far have shown that the 

mechanism of ionic winds is not effective in causing significant 

preheating of the unignited propellant surface. It still remains to 

be shown that this conclusion can be substantiated on a theoretical 

basis by correlation with the theoretical model for rate enhancement 

presented in Chapter 2.

Experimental position-time data at several power levels taken

from the 9072 test series (2" electrode spacing) are shown plotted on

double logarithmic co-ordinates in Figure 41. Plots of the theoretical

non-dimensionalized distance-time relationships for various forms of

the heat flux decay function (shown earlier in Figure 8) have been

reproduced on the same double logarithmic co-ordinates. The slope of

the experimental data is virtually identical with the slope of the

theoretical distance-time relationship resulting from the heat flux

decay function given by q = q^(l + o( y) The experimental data

does not correlate well with the heat flux decay function, q = qQ 
-2(1 + o< y) , considered to be most representative of ionic wind 

preheating. Since the observed flame spread rate enhancements 

correlated so closely with the heat flux decay function representative 

of electrical preheating, it was concluded that ionic wind preheating 

was negligible.
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The associated values of cx and @  for the given conditions were 

determined by translation of the theoretical vs. curve to coin

cide with each of the experimental curves. The value of was taken 

as the value of oc x corresponding to x = 1 and the value of (3 was 

taken as the value of @ t corresponding to t = 1. A tabulation and 

plot of these data are given in Appendix D for several cases shown in 

Figure 41. Both <X and 0 are related in a rather simple manner to 

electrical power dissipated along the surface of the propellant. The 

relationship for o< is non-linear and can best be expressed by

o< = 17,000 (P)"2 '66 (41)

where P is in watts. (3 is a linear function of power expressed by

(3 = 1.77 - 2.25xl0~2 (P) (42)

These values of <x and @ can be used in conjunction with Equation (35) 

to determine the estimated flame spread rates for other conditions of 

heating on similar propellant specimens. The results, although of 

academic interest, are of lesser practical importance than originally 

anticipated because of the absence of the desired ionic wind effect.

The general form of the experimental position-time relation

ship shown in Figure 41 can be expressed by

In x = A^ + B In t (43)

where i = 1, 2, 3, and 4 representative of the four power levels.

Equation (43) reduces to
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A  &
H  -  ^ t  (44)

dxwhich can be differentiated to yield the flame spread rate, — ,

A B-l
=  B  0. t  (45)

a t

For a value of slope, B , determined to be B = 1.91, Equation (45) 

becomes

dJL = / .9 1 e  6 
d t

Thus the flame spread rate can be shown to increase with both (1) power 

input level and (2) time of flame spread.

Analysis has shown that the increased flame spread rates were 

invariably produced by large electron currents immediately following 

electrical breakdown. The small ion currents prior to electrical 

breakdown were insufficient to increase flame spread rates by either 

direct heating or induced heating. The largest ion currents measured 

were on the order of 200 ytx a and the associated power input (2-3 watts) 

was much too small to cause surface heating directly. The maximum gas 

velocity which could be induced by ionic collisions was shown to be 

only a few centimeters per second (Chapter 2). The reason for this 

inability to produce larger ion currents in the presence of large 

voltage gradients can be explained by reference to Figure 22. The very 

small voltage gradient within the flame zone and at the flame boundary 

does not cause a large migration of ions within the flame zone toward 

the flame boundary. Therefore, ions move from the flame zone into
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the electrode space at a rate primarily determined by their tendency 

for diffusion across the flame boundary. The large voltage gradient 

within the electrode space is not effective as a means for removal of 

ions from the flame zone and the large field can only accelerate those 

ions which enter the electrode space.

The question which arises now is how to explain the difference 

between the results of the original investigators /"27,42/ and the 

results of the research reported herein. The referenced work concluded 

that it was possible to obtain a two hundred fold increase in the 

atmospheric flame spread rate by means of ionic winds. This research 

had shown that ionic winds, although present, have no significant 

effect upon the flame spread rate of solid propellant. This statement 

is made even though the author was able to closely duplicate the 

referenced test setup and obtain similar increases in flame spread 

rates.

During the preliminary effort to duplicate the referenced 

experiments, many problems were encountered which prevented a thorough 

understanding of the. underlying mechanism. Some of the: problems 

encountered which could have led to erroneous conclusions were:

1. The small unregulated power supply could not maintain the 

initial applied voltage under load.

2. No capability existed to continuously monitor the current 

and voltage during a test.

3. The lack of strategically located inhibitor on the propellant 

surfaces caused erroneously high local flame spread
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rates along edges of the propellant specimens„

4« The choice of electrode and specimen mounting geometry 

made analysis of the field conditions impossible.

Because of these and many other problems, a more comprehensive - 

experimental setup and test program was employed for this research.

It is felt that the large number of tests and the improved experimental 

procedures formed a sound basis on which to base the conclusions 

presented herein.



CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSION

The goal of this research effort, as originally established, 

was to determine the effect of electrostatic fields on the flame spread 

rate of solid propellants. As a fallout from this, it was hoped that 

the suitable control of ionic winds reported by earlier investigators 

could ultimately lead to a more reproducible means for control of 

ignition delay time.

A thorough investigation has conclusively demonstrated the 

absence of any significant effect from ionic winds on the flame spread 

rate of typical DB and composite solid propellants due to an applied 

electric field for the various geometries tested. This is not to say 

that ionic winds do not exist; they do exist, but the magnitude of the 

effect they can be made to produce under simulated rocket motor 

conditions is, at best very small.

Even though the effect on flame spread rate from ionic winds 

was essentially negative, the overall results were nevertheless quite 

important. Very large rate enhancements were obtained on DB propellant 

specimens by the application of electric fields; however, these were 

due to electrical preheating of the propellant surface. This condition 

could not be duplicated with typical composite propellant specimens due

101
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to their extremely high electrical resistance„ Additionally, several 

experimental techniques with potential applications to future research 

were developed»

The significant conclusions reached as a result of this 

research are summarized below:

1. Ionic winds, although present, are not effective as a mechanism

to increase flame spread rates for the geometry employed.

2. The primary mechanism of observed rate enhancements for DB

propellant was shown conclusively to be preheating of the 

unignited'propellant surface by electrical energy.

• 3. Large electrical fields impressed on or near the surface of a
5typical DB solid propellant ( CT = 4.1x10 ohm-cm) will cause 

an associated electron current along the surface, thereby 

preheating the propellant surface.
94. Typical composite propellants ((T" - 1,6x10 ohm-cm) do not

yield any significant flame spread rate enhancements under the 

influence of a large electric field. This is due to the high 

surface resistance which inhibits electron current and the 

limited effect from the small ionic wind which can be induced.

5. The extremely high flame spread rates quoted for DB propel

lants by previous investigators were most likely due to 

erroneous interpretation of abnormal flame spread along the 

uninhibited edges of the propellant, a condition which was 

reproduced during the present research effort.
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6. The theory presented in Chapter 2 (based on Mitchell’s work 

[31]) can be made to fit the experimental data very closely by 

correlation of the two parameters, <x and 0 , with electrical 

power.

7. The electrostatic probe with self-cleaning collector developed 

to measure flame ion concentration offers a solution to the 

problems of probe contamination heretofore present in solid 

propellant flame probing techniques, ;

8 . The results of the thermochemical equilibrium computer program 

correlate well with ion concentrations determined experimentally 

by electrostatic probe techniques,f Both techniques appear 

applicable to many solid propellant flame diagnostic problems,

A modification of this high voltage surface heating using 

special conductive strips applied to the propellant surface could be 

used to increase flame spread rates in small rocket motors. However, 

the power requirement for even a very small rocket motor would be 

large: on the order of 17 K'W at 60,000 volts for a typical solid

rocket motor only one foot long. Such large power requirements are 

not considered reasonable for operational systems.



APPENDIX A

TABLE OF NOMENCLATURE

Arabic
ocross sectional area, cm 

area of probe, cm^ 

dimension, cm

a number which designates the number of atoms of 
element j in a molecule of species i

slope of x-t curve, dimensionless

dimension, cm

total number of gram atomic weights of element j 
present in a mixture

specific heat, cal/mole-°K

arbitrary constants

total distance between electrodes, cm

probe diameter, cm

electric field gradient, volt/cm
- 1 9unit electronic charge, 1.6 x 10 coulombs

molar free energy of a compound as a function of 
temperature, cal/mole

the free energy of the h*-*1 species at a total 
pressure of one atmosphere, cal/mole

the free energy of the i ^  species at a total pressure 
of one atmosphere, cal/mole

the free energy of a system as a function of temperature 
T, and composition X, divided by RT, dimensionless



total body force 

body force/vol 

enthalpy of system, cal

molar enthalpy of the h ^  solid species, cal/mole

molar enthalpy of the i*"̂  gaseous species, cal/mole

total enthalpy of reactants before reaction, including 
latent enthalpy, cal

positive ion current, amperes

negative ion current, amperes

electron current, amperes
2

current density, amperes/cm
2

random current density in ionized gas, amperes/cm

thermal conductivity, cal/cm-sec-°K

Boltzmann constant, 1.38 x 1 0 ^  ergs/0K
2

particle mobility, cm /sec-volt

length, cm

constants

exponent for family of heat flux decay functions 

mass of positive ion, gm 

mass of negative ion, gm 

mass of electron, gm
3

total gaseous species concentration, particles/cm
3

positive ion concentration, particles/cm
3

negative ion concentration, particles/cm
3

electron concentration, particles/cm
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P power, watts

PQ pressure of system, atmospheres
3

p total condensed species concentration, particles/cm
2

q heat flux, cal/cm
, 2

qo initial heat flux, cal/cm

R gas constant per mole, cal/mole-°K

R electrical resistance, ohmse
r probe radius, cm

s intermediate time variable, sec

T+ positive ion temperature, °K

T negative ion temperature, °K

reference temperature, °K 

electron temperature, °K 

Tg gas temperature, °K
oignition temperature, K 

T q initial temperature, °K

t time, sec

u bulk gas velocity, cm/sec

V voltage, volts

Vp plate voltage, volts

v particle velocity, cm/sec

v average particle velocity, cm/sec

Vp drift velocity, cm/sec

X composition vector whose components are x^



distance along propellant surface measured from flame 
front at time = 0 ,  cm

summation of gaseous x^, moles

number of moles of product species, moles

number of moles of i ^ 1 product species, moles

composition vector whose components are

auxiliary position variable defined as the distance 
from the position of the flame front at time 9, to 
position x, cm

number of moles of the i^h product species, moles 

distance into propellant normal to propellant surface, cm

Greek

reciprocal distance parameter whose purpose is to form 
the dimensionless distance variables <x x and o(y, cm-1

2thermal diffusivity, cm /sec

reciprocal time parameter = -1
tt r 2Ti 2’ sec

thermal responsivity = \|K p C, cal/cm2-°K-sec^^

ignition time at an intermediate distance corresponding 
to y, sec

particle mean free path, cm 

microamperes
3

mass density, gm/cm

electrical resistivity = ~  = -r , ohm-cmb J
space charge density, coulombs 

dimensionless time variable = ^ t

thermionic work function, volts

heat flux decay function given by q=qo l|J ( o< y) , cal/cm2
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Subscripts

+ positive ion

negative ion 

e electron

h dummy index used to designate a condensed specie

i dummy index used to designate a gaseous specie

o initial conditions, ionized gas conditions

p probe



APPENDIX B

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP DETAILS

Specimen Preparation *

The following procedure was adopted in order to insure 

specimen uniformity.

1» Layout propellant. 9. Apply interval markers

2. Cut propellant to size 10. Cut igniter wire groove

3. Prepare micarta mounts 11.. Install igniter wire

4. Install mounting support 12. Apply igniter paste

5. Check alignment 13. Cure igniter paste

6. Bond specimen to mount 14. Apply inhibitor

7. Remove excess bond 15. Cure inhibitor

8. Cure bond 16. Code specimens

Specimen Inhibitor Development 

A silicone rubber adhesive/sealant - (Dow Corning Silastic 731 

RTV) was selected as the propellant inhibitor because of the follow

ing advantages: (1) excellent bonding to propellant5 (2) positive 

inhibition, (3) ease of application, (4) enhancement of flame luminos

ity, and (5) compatibility with propellant binder. Other candidates 

rejected were: (1) butyrate dope, (2) polymethylmethacrylate dissolved 

in methyl chloride, (3) epoxy adhesive, (4) A-l adhesive, (5) RTV 732, 

and (6) distilled water.• Soaking the surfaces with distilled water
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actually prevented flame spread along any treated surface, but the 

inconvenience associated with the isolation of the test surface while 

inhibiting adjacent surfaces proved to be troublesome for the partic

ular configuration employed.

Care was required to insure that the inhibitor was applied 

uniformly and bonded well. Flame propagation at any unbonded area 

would cause erroneous indications by the flame spread detectors. 

Variations in inhibitor thickness•caused changes"in the response of 

the flame spread rate detectors since the emission characteristics of 

the silicone .compounds present in the inhibitor selected corresponded 

to the maximum spectral response of the N-P-N silicon light sensors.

A small, uniform amount of inhibitor was necessary to induce a well 

defined indication on the detectors since the luminosity from the 

DB propellant by itself was not sufficient to cause a large response 

from the detector. The added light from the combustion of the 

inhibitor (at critical wavelength) acted'as a signal amplifier.

This signal amplification was not required for the composite propel

lant specimens since they burned brighter; however, identical 

inhibitor application techniques were employed for all propellant 

specimens.
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Photodiode Rate Device - Operational Details 

The design details of the photodiode rate detector are 

described in Chapter 3. Alignment of the detector assembly was 

accomplished by using two empty photodiode positions as bore sights 

to focus upon the surface of the specimen (Figure 10), Six degrees 

of freedom were incorporated into the detector support assembly in 

order to simplify alignment prior to each test. At a detector-test 

specimen distance of seven inches, the maximum field of view for each 

detector was a circle approximately 0.078" diameter.

Detector response was sensitive to the inclination of the 

sighting plane above the horizontal plane of the test specimen. The 

optimum angle was determined to be 15° above the horizontal. Lower 

angles of inclination yielded insufficient illumination from the 

advancing flame front to produce a measurable indication. Higher 

angles caused random obfuscation of the propellant surface by the 

brilliant exhaust plume above the surface, thereby producing 

premature indication of flame front passage.

Each detector (photodiode) was connected as shown in Figure 

42 to a suitable galvanometer mounted in a recording oscillograph.

The high impedence of the photodiodes resulted in-a "dark current"

(no incident light) on the order of millimicroamperes (10~9 amps)0 

Increased amounts of light absorption from the propellant flame 

caused the photodiodes to become more conductive and produced a
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"light current" on the order of a few microamperes (10-  ̂amps).

This was sufficient to produce measurable deflections on high 

sensitivity galvanometers without the use of amplifiers.

JNCID£.NT UC>HT
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Figure 42. Circuit Schematic for Typical Photodiode Rate Detector.

Attempts to incorporate more conventional galvanometers in 

conjunction with a variety of signal amplification schemes were 

unsuccessful because of the large electronic noise signal (60 cps 

and higher harmonics) generated by the operation of the high voltage 

power supply. The unavailability of extensive digital recording 

and electronic filtering equipment led to the use of high sensitivity 

galvanometers with a low frequency response (0 - 12 cps flat). This 

effectively filtered all of the high frequency noise.
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High Voltage Rake Operation

Design details of the high voltage rake assembly are described

in Chapter 3. The circuit schematic for a typical probe in the

assembly is depicted in Figure 43. The large series resistors

effectively limited current drain from any probe to a maximum of 
— ̂12 x 10 amperes at 25,000 volts probe potential. This was suffi

cient to produce a galvanometer trace deflection of 4 inches. Cleanli

ness, as well as an insulated design were required to prevent a short 

circuit to ground and/or "crosstalk” between adjacent probes under 

high voltage conditions up to 30,000 volts.

H/<SH \/OLT-AG£

Sh u n t
/SOuf\T£D 
PHoee ass'y

2 / 3 0  MPOO//MS

- ^ v w v w v v -

GflLVANONlETBR

Figure 43. Circuit Schematic for Typical Probe in High Voltage 
Rake Assembly.
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Calibration of the probes was accomplished by positioning the 

probes between the electrodes in the test fixture, connecting all 

probes and the positive electrode together with jumper wires, and 

then recording the deflection from each probe as the voltage was 

increased stepwise from 0 to 25,000 volts. Figure 44 shows the 

resulting calibration curves.
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Figure 44. Calibration Curves for High Voltage Rake Galvos.



Design, of Test Control Console 

The automatic test control console (Figure 14) was designed 

and built to control all major test functions remotely. This was 

done by incorporating a control console relay(s) in each test function 

circuit. When in ^manual moderr, activation of a test function was 

effected by simply engaging a single switch which closed the appropri

ate relay. By switching to "automatic mode11, these relays could no 

longer be controlled manually. At this time, their operation was 

controlled by another set of 28 VDC relays contained within a General 

Time Corporation, Model 21T03, 15-channel, preset counter mounted 

directly below the test console. Each of these fifteen 28 VDC relays 

could be activated at any total lapsed time by a signal from the pre

set counter. The timing of this signal was controlled by fifteen 

groups of knobs on the front of the counter (Figure 14). Each group 

of knobs could be set at any sequence of digits between 000-999. The 

knob settings corresponded to a fraction of total time based on 0-999

as one unit of total time. The actual time to cycle the 1000 digits

could be varied from milliseconds to minutes. This was done by chang

ing the frequency of sinusoidal input signal to the preset counter 

supplied by a variable frequency signal generator. The counter was 

designed to advance one.digit for every input pulse and sequentially 

activate each 28 VDC relay when its preset number of digits had

been attained. Most tests were run with an input signal frequency

of 40 cps which caused the counter to cycle its 1000 digits in 25 

seconds. Thus, a channel which was preset at a setting of 500, would
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activate its 28 VDC. relay at exactly 12.5 seconds after start. This, 

in turn, would activate its associated test control console relay 

within milliseconds, thereby sending power to a single test function. 

After all channels had been preset to activate each test function in 

the desired sequence and at the proper interval, the entire test was 

conducted by engaging the nsequence start11 switch.

Four colored control lights were installed in each switch to 

indicate the current status of each function. Safety.interlocks were 

incorporated to prevent inadvertent operation of any function. All 

relays were double pole-double throw with one closure normally open 

and one normally closed to provide maximum flexibility. The details 

of the test control circuitry are too voluminous to be included in 

this report.

Test Numbering Sequence 

All tests were numbered individually using a four digit 

prefix to designate the Julian calendar date and a two digit suffix 

to designate the actual test number on each day. For example, 9037 - 

10 denoted the 10th test conducted on the 37th calendar day of 19.69-•
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Prefire Check List for Flame Spread Tests

1. Voltage Control OFF
2. Vernier Voltage OFF 
3„ Ignition Key OFF
4o Console Breaker ON
5. Rack Breakers 7,9,11 ON
6. Cal Power Supply ON
7. Preset Counter ON
8. Relay Power Supply ON
9. Transducer Power Supply ON
10. Oscillator ON
11. Oscillator set 40 cps
12. Oscillograph Power ON
13. Oscillograph Lamp ON
14. Time Code Generator ON 
*>v

15. VTVM ON, Scale Set
16. Hood Light ON
17. Igniter Leads Discharge
18. High Voltage Leads Connect
19. Hood Area Clean
.20. N9 Supply Connect 

*21. Test Specimen Install
/V22. Igniter Leads Connect

23. Photodiodes Connect
24. Photodiodes Calibrate 
*25. Photodiodes. Align 
\26. Camera Remote Connect

27. Lights Remote Connect
*28.. Light Switch Engage

29. Camera Timing Connect
30. TRIG Control Set
31o Camera Load and Align 
*32. Camera F-stop Set 
"k33. Galvo Position Check

34. Variac Set at 35V
35. Varia.c Connect
36. Ignition Leads Connect 

PRESET TIMER SELECT
• 37. Lights ON #8
38. Camera ON #2
39. Camera STOP #3 
40 o Recorder ON #5
41. Ignition ON #6
42. Ignition Disconnect #7
43. High Voltage ON #9
44. High Voltage OFF #10
45. High Voltage Cycle ON #11
46. High Voltage Cycle OFF #12
47. Timing ON #13
48. Sequence STOP #15

49. H.V. Primary Switch ON
50. H.V. Main Control ON
51. Current Cal Step Select

/V
52. Voltage Cal Step Select
53. Current Limit Select
54. K.V. Range Select

*1terns required for subsequent tests in a series.
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*

55.
56?
*

57.
58.
59.
60?
61?

*62.
*

63.
64?
65?
66?
67?
68?
69?
70?

71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78 
79?

MA Range Select 
Polarity Select 
Console "Test On" Switch ON 
"Power On" Key ON 
"Ignition. Disconnect" Key ON 
Manual Mode Switch ON 
"H.V. On" Switch ON 
Voltage Control Preset 
Vernier Adjust 
VTVM Probe Confirm 
"H.V. On" Switch OFF 
Timing Switch ON 
Timing Galvo Check 
Camera Timing Light Check 
Timing Switch OFF 
"Console Off" Switch Depress 
CAUTION: High Voltage is
Armed at this point and can 
"Surge ON" by means of 
console switches.
ENGAGE CONTROL PANEL SWITCHES 
Test ON
Trailer Power ON 
Sequencer Reset 
Auto Mode ON 
Lights ON (1)
Camera ON (2)
Camera OFF (3)
Recorder ON (5)
Ignition ON (6)

80.
bV

81.
*82.
*83.
, *84.

857

*86.
*87.

88^
897
907
9lT
92?
93?
947
957

1.
2 .

3.
,4.
5.
6. 
7.
8o
9.
10.
11.
12.

Ignition Disconnect (7) 
High Voltage ON (9)
High Voltage OFF (10)
High Voltage Cycle ON (11) 
High Voltage Cycle OFF (12) 
Timing (13)

Nitrogen ON
Paper Speed Select
Intervelometer Select
Oscillograph ON (Manual)
Calibration Button Depress
Oscillograph OFF
Hood Fan ON
Air Cond OFF
Door Close
nSequence Start,f ENGAGE 
POST FIRE CHECK LIST 
Control Panel OFF 
Voltage Control OFF 
Voltage Vernier OFF 
Current Limiter OFF 
Igniter Leads Discharge 
VTVM Probe Check 
Air Conditioner ON 
Test ON 
Trailer Power 
Manual Mode ON 
Camera ON 1 sec.
Test OFF

*I.tems required for subsequent tests in a series.
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Item

Major Equipment List

Power Supply

Counter5 Preset 

Oscilloscope 

Hood, Fume

Transformer, Isolation

Oscillograph, Recording 

Amplifier, Galvonometer (2) 

Power Supply (2)

Power Supply,

Power Supply (6)

Oscillator

Counter, Digital 

Voltmeter (VTVM)

Time Code Generator 

Voltmeter (Rack Mount VTVM) 

Control Panel 

Detector, Flame Spread . 

High Voltage Rake

100KVDC 80 MA, Universal Voltronic 
Model 100-80E

15 Channel, General Time Model 21T 

4 Trace Memory, Tektronix Model 564 

300 CFM, Labcon

1 to 1, 100 KV, Universal Voltronic 
Model ITO-1-1-100 .

36 Channel, CEC Model 5-123

Honeywell Model T6GA-500 •

30 VDC, 5 amp, Lambda Model LA50-03

0-36 VDC, 10 amp, Harrison Model 62

Anadex Model TC-3

5-600,000 Cycle, Hewlett Packard 
Model 200 CDR

Beckman Model 7350R

Hewlett Packard Model 412A

Astro Data Model 6190

Hewlett Packard Model 400HR

Original design

13 Photodiodes, Original design 

Original design



APPENDIX C

SAMPLE DATA SHEETS

The large amount of tabular data generated during this 

research could not be included in any appendix. In lieu of this, 

one example was selected from each of the three major types of 

tabular data sheets employed. Each was transcribed to enhance 

reproduction, but no changes were made in content or format. The 

specific data sheets included on the following pages are (1) Tabulated 

Flame Spread Rate Data, (2) Tabulated High Voltage Rake Data, and 

(3) Photo Analysis Sheet,
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P . D .

TIME

CAM

T IM E
M. A. K.  V. P O W E R  W R A T E ,  

I N / S E C

CAM

T IM E

9051-01 1 2. 70 0 .0 9 2 5
OKV LO 2 2. 54 0. 0985 - No C a m e r a

3 2. 21 0. 113 -

4 2. 05 0. 122 -

T 9. 50 0. 105 -

905 1 -02 1 0. 99 1 .02 2.  78 4 . 2 4 11 .8 0 . 2 5 3 0 . 2 4 4
1 OKV L5 2 1.01 0. 95 3. 36 3. 52 11 . 8 0 .2 4 8 0 . 2 6 4

3 0. 74 0 . 6 7 3 . 8 4 2 . 4 0 9 . 2 0 0. 338 0. 373
4 0 . 4 6 0 . 6 3 4 . 2 3 1. 93 8 . 1 7 0. 544 0. 396
T 3 .2 0 3 . 2 7 0. 313 0. 306 (A)

9051 -03 1 0. 55 0. 59 6.  75 5 .43 36.  7 0 .4 5 5 0 . 4 2 4
20KV L5 2 0. 34 0 . 2 0 6.  93 2 . 8 8 19. 95 0. 735 1 .250

3 0. 65 0.  75 6. 93 2. 08 14.41 0 . 3 8 5 0 . 3 3 4
4 - 0 . 8 7 6 .9 3 1 .28 8 . 8 6 - 0 . 2 8 7
T 2 . 3 8 0 .420 (A) Ign i t e  R E

a t  1 st  M a r k e r
905 1 -0 4 1 0. 30 0 .4 3 8 . 4 5 4 . 9 5 4 1 . 8 0 . 8 3 4 0. 581
3OKV L5 2 0. 32 0.31 7. 50 4.  00 3 0 . 0 0. 780 0. 805

3 0. 68 0. 79 7 .8 8 2. 08 16 .4 0.  368 0. 316
4 - 0. 86 7. 98 1 .44 11. 5 - 0 .291
T 2 . 4 0 0 .417(A)

9 051 -05 1 0. 34 0.  35 8.  54 5. 18 44.  3 0. 735 0. 714
40KV L5 2 0 .31 0. 32 8. 54 3. 53 3 0 .2 0. 806 0. 780

3 0. 38 0 . 3 9 8. 54 2 . 3 5 20.  1 0. 659 0. 640
4 0. 57 0 . 6 7 8. 54 1 .88 16 .0 5 0 .4 3 8 0 . 37 3
T 1 .60 1.73 0 .6 25 0 . 577(A)

90 51 - 06 1 0. 52 0. 53 30.  80 4 . 6 9 144. 1 0. 480 0 .471 C o ro n a  Above
3OKV L50 2 0. 50 0 .41 30.  80 3 .7 5 115 .4 0.  50 0 . 61 0 S u r f ac e

3 0. 20 0 .6 8 30.  80 3 . 28 10. 10 1 .25 0. 368
4 0. 08 0. 70 30.  80 2 . 8 2 8 6 . 7 3. 13 0. 357
T 1. 30 2. 32 0. 770 0 .428 (A)

F ig u r e  4 5 .  T ab u la ted  F la m e  S p rea d  R ate D ata  (typ ica l)



9 0 5 7 -2  FLAM E SPREAD H. V. RAKE TEST ON STD. DB. P R O P. - PROBE ON SURFACE

(30 KVL - 5%)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

DEFL. HV. DEFL. HV. DEFL. HV. DEFL.  HV. DEFL. HV. DEFL.  HV.

PROBE #1 1. 60 11. 30 1. 22 8. 60 1. 08 7. 60 0. 81 5. 70 0. 78 5. 50 1.40 9.90
PROBE #2 1. 50 10. 70 1. 14 8. 10 1. 00 7. 10 0. 78 5. 55 0. 76 5.45 1. 16 8. 30
PROBE #3 1.17 8. 70 1. 16 8 .40 0. 98 7. 10 0 .80 5. 70 0. 71 5. 05 1.01 7. 30
PROBE #4 1. 12 7. 70 1.06 7 .25 0 .90 6. 20 0.80 5. 50 0. 71 4. 90 0 .95 6. 50
PROBE #5 0 .79 5.90 0 .8 0 6. 00 0. 75 5. 60 0. 71 5. 30 0. 65 4 .9 0 0.80 6.00

VOLTAGE (23. 5) 0. 50 11. 75 0.40 9 .40 0. 34 8. 00 0.28 6. 58 0 .24 5. 64 0.45 10. 60
CURRENT (9. 5) 0 .83 7.90 , 0. 73 6. 94 0. 71 6. 74 0. 78 7.41 0. 77 7. 32 0. 75 7. 12

Ave Current = 7 .26  ma

90 57-3 FLAME SPREAD H. V. RAKE TEST ON STD . DB. PROP. - PROBES 0. 5" ABOVE SURFACE

(30 KVL - 5%)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
DEFL. HV. DEFL. HV. DEFL. HV. DEFL.  HV. DEFL. HV. DEFL. HV.

PROBE #1 1. 60 11. 30 1.00 7. 05 0. 60 4 . 2 5 0. 23 1.60 0. 18 1. 30 2. 53 17. 90
PROBE #2 1. 55 11. 10 0. 97 6. 90 0. 59 4. 20 0. 23 1. 6*5 0. 18 1. 30 2. 15 15.40
PROBE #3 1.31 9. 50 0.92 6 .65 0. 57 4. 00 0. 22 1. 60 0. 17 1. 30 1. 88 13. 60
PROBE #4 1.20 8 .25 0 .80 5. 50 0. 53 3. 60 0. 22 1. 50 0. 17 1.30 1.92 13. 30
PROBE #5 1.00 7.45 0. 56 4. 20 0. 35 2. 65 0. 20 1. 55 0. 16 1.20 1.49 11. 05

VOLTAGE (23. 5) 0 .47 11. 05 0. 30 7. 05 0. 19 4 .4 6 0 .09 2. 12 0 .07 1.64 1.26 29. 60
CURRENT (9. 5) 0 .80 7. 60 0. 78 7.42 0. 81 7. 70 0.83 7.89 0.83 7.89 - 0

Ave C u r r e n t = 7. 70 ma

F ig u r e  4 6 .  T ab u la ted  H igh V o lta g e  R ate  D ata (typ ica l)
N)N3



25KVL - 5% CURRENT LIMIT

STANDARD DB PROP. ANALYSIS SHEET Run 9037-5

1. Timing Check STOP
(25 Pulse) START

2. Subtract to Get F ra m es
3. Fram e Rate = (2) -r 25 Sec
4. Scale Dist  STOP

START
5. Subtract to Get Total  Units
6. Scale Factor = Gage Length 4-

7. True Dist = (5) x  (6)
8. Fram e Count STOP

START
9. Subtract to Get F ra m es

10. Time = (.9)4 (3)
11. Rate = (7) 4 (10)
12. P.  Do Time (Optional)
13. Observations

1. Definite darkening of surface precedes  f lame front during entire run
2. Only sm al l  amount of arcing vis ible  during run - along surface
3. Specimen ignite from right edge at end of third interval
4. Code 1 spread (uniform)
5. Photodiodes correlate  we l l  with ca mera  t i m e s

1 2 3 4 TOTAL

1013. 0
95 0 .0

6 3 .0
25.2

2. 675 2.980 3. 285 3.590 3.590
2.370 2. 675 2. 980 3. 285 2. 370

0. 305 0. 305 0. 305 0. 305 1.220

Total Units 

0. 250

1.0  
'  1.2

0. 250 0. 250 0. 250 1.000

7989.5 8000. 5 8016. 5 8031 .5 8031.5

7983 .5 7989 .5 8000. 5 8016 .5 798 3.5
6. 0 11.0 16. 0 15. 0 48. 0

0 .24 0 .44 0.63 0. 60 1. 91

oo 0. 569 0.397 0.416 0. 524

0 .22 0 .48 0 .62 0. 62 1. 94

u>
F ig u r e  4 7 .  P h oto  A n a ly s is  S h eet  (typ ica l)



APPENDIX D

SELECTED CALCULATIONS

Estimation of Heating Rata to Produce Surface Darkening 

The sketch below depicts a test specimen employed to simulate

surface darkening of the actual flame spread specimens. By heating 

the submerged wire at a rate which caused surface darkening, an 

estimate of the equivalent surface heat flux was obtained.

1. The region of heating in the lateral direction is 

limited to the measured width of darkening (0.064" width).

2. One-half of the energy from the submerged wire is trans

ferred to the 0.064" wide volume of propellant directly 

above the wire.

Simplifying Assumptions:

124
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Power input to wire = 30 watts = 7.17 cal/sec 

Power input to propellant = 1.79 cal/sec
(25% of power input to wire - based on ratio of submerged 
wire length to total heated wire length)

Surface area which receives most of the heat is

2
A = (0.064) in (0.5) in (2.54) -S2- = 0.206 cm2
S in

Heat flux to this upper area to produce darkening is

1.79 cal 1 , _  , / 2
—  ^  ( 0 5 6 7  2 = 4.35 cal/cm -sec

cm

Comparison of Power Required to Cause Darkening with 
Power Expended during Actual Test

The power required to produce the above heat flux on the 

surface of a propellant specimen during flame spread can be deter

mined from the specimen geometry shown in Figure 11.

Area of surface = (1.5) in (0.375) in (2.54)^ = 3.63 cm^
in

2At the previous heating rate of 4.35 cal/cm -sec, entire surface 

will need

4.35 - £§^----- (3.63 cm2) = 15.8 —cmz-sec sec

= 66 watts (to produce darkening)

For a typical flame spread test specimen, the power input 

during the one second interval prior to the first marker is 13 KV at 

7.7 ma = 100 watts, with an 8 KV voltage drop along the surface of
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the specimen (Figure 22). The actual power dissipated along the 

surface of the specimen is then

g
Y j - (100) = 61.6 watts (observed dissipation rate)

This compares favorably with the calculated value of 66 watts to 

produce surface darkening.

Determination of Parameters, o i and (3 

Data from the 9072 test series (Figure 36) was selected as 

most representative of the desired test conditions. All power ex

pended was assumed to be dissipated into the propellant surface since 

no open electrode space was present at the end of any specimen. The 

lapsed time and lapsed flame spread distance was determined at four 

power levels in order to get the experimental x-t curves shown in 

Figure 41. The procedure was as follows for a power level of 

40 watts.

Int. 1 Int. 2 Int. 3 Int. 4

Average Rate 0.37 0.55 1.06 2.50

A  Time 0.68 0.45 0.24 0.10

Lapsed Time 0.68 1.13 1.37 1.47

Lapsed Distance (cm) 0.63 1.27 1.91 2.54

When the above data were plotted on double logarithmic

paper with the theoretical <x x - p t relationships for various 

heat flux heat decay functions, the slopes were observed to compare
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identically for the case of q = qQ (1 + <X y ) A f t e r  constructing 

an extension of the theoretical curve, each theoretical ex. x vs t 

curve was translated to determine the value of o< and ^ as described 

in Chapter 5. The tabulated values of o< and ^ for each power level 

were determined to be

Power, watts oC P

35 1.00 1.00

40 0.73 0.84

50 0.40 0.63

60 0.24 0.43

These values are also plotted in Figure 48 to show the non-linear

relationship between of and power and the linear relationship

between ^  and power.

<5L
0.80

0.60
of

0.40

6030 40 SO

,  VsfATTS

Figure 48. Variation of Parameters, oc and @ , with Power.



APPENDIX E

ELECTROSTATIC PROBE THEORY

General Langmuir Probe Theory 

In its simplest form, an electrostatic probe is an electrode 

■whose voltage can be varied with respect to the plasma in. which it is 

immersed to draw a current„ The most common objective of electro

static probe theories is to relate the observed current voltage 

characteristics to the basic parameters of the plasma. The reason

ing developed herein is specifically applicable for analysis of a 

plasma under high vacuum conditions. An understanding of these 

fundamentals is necessary before appropriate modifications can be 

applied to extend this theory to the ambient pressure case employed 

in Chapter 4. A distinction is made between.electrostatic probes 

and Langmuir probes. Langmuir probe operation is conditional on the 

requirement that the probe operates in a free molecular regime and 

that the plasma drift velocity be zero. When either of these condi

tions is not satisfied, the probe is said to operate as an electro

static probe.

Langmuir /217 was the first investigator to show that a 

great deal of information regarding the nature of a plasma could 

be obtained by studying the volt-ampere characteristics of auxiliary 

electrodes placed within the plasma. When the collector is negatively

128
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charged it repels electrons from its neighborhood, but gathers posi

tive ions. As the probe is made more and more negative relative to 

the plasma, it will collect less and less electrons. Since the 

positive ions continue to flow to the probe under these conditions, a 

positive ion space charge will be formed adjacent to the surface of 

the probe. The probe thus becomes surrounded by a positive ion 

sheath which contains no free electrons. At this time, the whole 

drop in potential between the ionized gas and the collector becomes 

concentrated within this sheath. The positive space charge on the 

ions in this sheath effectively neutralizes the negative charge on the 

electrode so that the field of the collector does not extend beyond 

the outer edge of this sheath. At this condition, the number of ions 

taken up by the collector is thus limited by the number that reach 

the outer edge of the sheath. The current density determined over 

the collection area is thus a direct measure of the positive ion 

current density in the ionized gas.

the sheath thickness is small compared with the radius of the cylin

der, Langmuir /"20/ has shown the positive ion current density to 

be given as

predicts the current flux that should be expected for any electrode

For a cylindrical probe used under conditions such that

1.47 (10-5) LV3/2 (46)172 2

This particular equation is a special form of Child's law /*9_/, and
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configuration in which the current is limited by the field. This law 

holds in a high vacuum for any electrode configuration, i.e.,

j of V3/2

Figure 49 shows a typical plot of the electron and positive 

ion currents that might be obtained as a function of probe voltage 

with respect to the plasma potential for a plasma which contains 

electrons and positive ions. This is typical of the gaseous dis

charge plasmas. For the purpose of discussion, the voltage scale 

has been divided into three regions. The first region is the region 

of ion saturation just discussed and is the region where only posi

tive ions reach the probe.

P L A 5 M A  P O T E N T IA L -

E L E C T R O N  S A T U R A T I O N  

RE&tOrV J22
/ O N  SATURATION

R&&/ON J

Figure 49. Typical Current-Voltage Characteristic Curve for a 
Gaseous Discharge Plasma.
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As the probe voltage is made less negative, region two is reached 

where some of the faster moving electrons penetrate the positive ion 

sheath and can be collected by the probe. This results in a decrease 

in the actual probe current.

In this region, electrons move in a retarding field since 

the probe is negative with respect to the plasma potential. For a 

plasma containing electrons with a Maxwellian velocity distribution, 

the current of electrons flowing to the collector at a potential V, 

which is negative with respect to the surrounding space, is given by 

the equation

j = jQexp (“ £) (47)

This equation may be derived directly from the Boltzman equation, fa] , 

which gives the ratio of the concentrations of charged particles in 

two regions where the potential energies of the particles are differ

ent. The Boltzman equation is

n = n0exP ( ^ )  (48)

Since E, the work needed to move an electron from the second region

to the first, is E = -Ve, the Boltzman equation becomes

n = n0exP (49)

It is thus seen that when V is negative, the concentration, n, of 

electrons near the collector is small compared to nQ , the concentra

tion of electrons in the body of the plasma.
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However, the velocity distribution and average energy

(temperature) of the electrons must be the same in both regions. 

Since the velocity of the electrons is the same for both regions 

one can write

Thus Equation (47) gives the current of electrons which strike the 

surface of the collector for idealized conditions: Maxwellian

velocity distribution and perfectly reflecting collector.

It is necessary to relate the random electron current density.

random electron current density in an ionized gas is simply related 

to the number of electrons per second per unit area which pass through 

any imaginary plane within the body of the ionized gas. For a gas

the imaginary plane at any given time and the average velocity 

component of these electrons toward the plane must be 1/2 v where 

v is the average velocity of any given electron. This results in* a 

current density

The total current collected by the probe in region II is then given by

j , to the average velocity of the electrons within the plasma. The

containing nQ electrons per unit-volume, 1/2 nQ must be approaching

j = (1/2 n ) (1/2 v) e = 1/4 n ev ~,o x o o (51)

(52)
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The first term is the electron current to the probe. It varies 

exponentially as the probe voltage approaches the plasma potential.

The ion current varies only slightly over the same range of voltage 

and as a result the variation of the net current to the probe is 

essentially that of the electron current. By neglecting the second 

term (ion contribution) the slope of the logarithm of the electron 

current to the probe can be shown to be a linear function of the probe 

voltage relative to the plasma. Note that this is true only as long 

as the voltage is retarding the electrons and the electrons have a 

Maxwellian velocity distribution. Neglecting the second term and 

taking the natural logarithm of each side, one obtains

ln j = ln jo " K T ~  (53)b e

Differentiating Equation (53) with respect to V yields

= 0 " icjV = slope (54)

which applied to experimental data, permits direct determination of 

electron temperature, T^, from the slope. Note that the constant 

term, j , determines the random electron current density in the 

plasma.

As the probe potential is increased, a larger number of 

electrons are able to reach the probe because their kinetic energy 

is sufficient to overcome the retarding field due to the potential 

of the probe. When the probe reaches the plasma potential (potential 

at which the characteristic departs from a straight line) the current
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received by the probe corresponds to the entire random currents due 

to both electrons and positive ions in the plasma. The ion space 

charge sheath has now disappeared and the plasma extends to the 

probe surface, eliminating entirely the space charge sheath. The 

plasma is undisturbed by the probe and both types of carriers are 

completely absorbed at the probe surface. The ion random current 

density is much smaller than the electron random current =

Tnnin j ) since the ion mobility is much smaller than the electron 1000 eo J

mobility. As a result, the net current to the probe is essentially 

that of the electrons. For larger positive probe voltage, the ion 

current drops very rapidly to zero since the positively charged 

ions are easily repulsed by an increasing positive bias. At this 

point, an electron space charge sheath begins to form between the 

plasma and probe surface and the probe current becomes saturated.

The variation in probe current for region III is then given by the 

space charge equation

Theoretically, since the probe receives the entire random electron 

current from the plasma, further positive increases in the probe 

bias should not result in an increase in current. However, as the 

probe voltage is increased, the electron space charge sheath expands 

and the numerical factor, (3 , increases, resulting in a very slow

increase in current with increasing voltage. This effect is shown 

as region III in Figure 49.

1

j 1.47xl0"5 LV3/2 (55)
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Extrapolation of both the electron and positive ion satura

tion currents back to the plasma potential will then permit determina

tion of the electron and positive ion random current densities in 

the plasma. Once the electron temperature and electron random 

current density have been determined experimentally from the curves, 

the electron number density can be obtained by rearranging Equation 

(51) which relates random electron current to velocity

Following this same reasoning, if the electron and ion concentration

the same as Equation (38) used in Chapter 4 for determination of 

number density.

(Greyrad Model 96) with a 1/16 inch diameter tungsten button embedded 

in the end of an aluminum oxide sheath. This was subsequently dis

carded in view of its many shortcomings. The use of the above

1/2
(56)

neo (57)

in the plasma are equal, i.e., n, = n , one may write+o eo J

1/2
n4-o (58)

Probe Development

Preliminary tests employed a commercial planar probe
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insulated planar probe was considered unwise because electrical 

insulators became either semiconductors or thermal emitters when 

subjected to high temperature flames. This was evidenced by the 

fact that some portions of the aluminum oxide would glow brightly 

and emit thermionically, yet other portions would permit random 

condensation of flame species, invariably covering a portion of the 

tungsten button. The resulting change of probe area, in conjunction 

with an indeterminate amount of thermionic emission and the unknown 

semiconductor properties of the heated aluminum oxide, made analysis 

of the current versus voltage data an exercise in futility. Repeated 

exposure of the probe body to the flame.zone caused thermal shock 

failure of the Al^O^ outer sheath after only sixteen tests. At that 

time, effort was redirected toward development of a new probe design 

which would not be subject to the. aforementioned shortcomings.

The details of the revised probe design are discussed in 

Chapter 3 and are shown in Figure 13. A single probe using a tungsten 

wire was selected for use because of its inherent simplicity. For all 

single probe testing, it is necessary that the ground electrode never 

operate near saturation current. This insures that no voltage drop 

occurs between the grid (ground electrode) and plasma, thus referencing 

all values of probe voltage relative to the plasma, as required by 

probe theory. Additionally, the area of the grid must be large com

pared to that of the probe in order to obtain saturation currents on 

the probe without saturating the grid. Theoretically, the ratio of 

saturation currents is given by the ratio of the mobilities



(for an ion mass of 30). An ideal area ratio should be larger than 

this to preclude the possibility of grid saturation; however, an 

area ratio of

Agrid
A , probe

100

was used for the tests described in Chapter 4 because of physical

limitations of flame width. A small diameter probe (0.015") was 

used, since a large probe with its associated large electron currents 

would tend to deplete the flame plasma, thus altering the makeup of 

the plasma being studied.

Thermionic Emission and Probe Contamination Considerations

emitted from the tungsten wire employed as an electrostatic probe, 

the technique of Richardson [35], as modified by Dushman A0/, was 

employed. Dushman1s equation is given as

In order to evaluate the magnitude of thermionic current

(60)

where for tungsten, A = 60.2 amp/cm and (j) = 4.7 volts [9].
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Various values of probe temperature were selected and evalu

ated to determine the current, i, for each case. These data are

plotted in Figure 50 and show the relationship of emission current to
2the probe temperature for the actual probe area of 0.265 cm . Based 

on these data, it was conservatively estimated that a probe tempera

ture of 2700°F would be required to cause a thermionic emission
-6current comparable to the lowest value of probe current ( =: 10 

ampere) recorded during test runs. A lower temperature of approxi

mately 2500°F would limit the maximum emission current to an order 

of magnitude below the lowest value of probe current.

I
s

kn

I

M A X  C U R K Z H T

M A X  C U R R E N T COMposi re

— k>to
A4//V CURrt£N V MEASURED

M A X I M U M  A L L O V U A 0 L .E  P R O B E

-ato T E M P E R A T U R E  TO P R E C L U D E

T H E R M  I O/V/C E M t S S i O R  E F E E C r S

2 7 0 0  <>F

20001000
PfZOBE S U R E  ACE! T E M P E R A T U R E ,  ° K

Figure 50. Thermionic Emission Current vs. Tungsten Probe Temperature.
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For both propellants, it was quite easy to correlate the 

highest current fluxes with those immersions which produced the 

brightest glow and thus the highest probe temperatures. For those 

tests in which probe immersion time was short enough to prevent probe 

temperature rise above an estimated value of.2500oF (by means of a 

disappearing filament optical pyrometer), consistent values of probe 

current with low sensitivity to probe temperature could be obtained 

repeatedly for any given probe bias.

It has been shown experimentally [IV, 35j that the actual 

values of the thermionic work function, (j)̂, and the universal 

constant, A, vary widely with the emitter surface cleanliness and 

even crystalline orientation for most metals. Careful consideration 

led to the conclusion that, although thin oxide coatings can reduce 

thermionic emission, significant buildups of slag containing con

densed aluminum oxide would undergo further chemical reaction, thus 

causing an associated temperature increase. Extremely bright glows 

were invariably associated with the largest amount of slag buildup. 

These observations also provided the justification for the rejection 

of those data points which were observed to be associated with the 

brightest wire glow and extremely large measured currents.

The design of the test fixture (Figure 13) permitted ejection 

of a continuous cooling curtain of 30°F (initially) nitrogen gas 

around all sides of the test specimen in an upward direction. The 

.primary purpose of the nitrogen gas was to prevent flame spread 

down the sides of the specimen. Additionally, precise control of
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immersed probe length and increased probe life were obtained. This 

cold gas curtain effectively eliminated the two most deleterious 

factors contributing to the thermionic emission:

1. Excessive Probe Heating: Passage of the hot probe through

the cold nitrogen cooled the probe to a uniform low tempera

ture after each immersion, thus minimizing the possibility of 

thermionic emission due to repeated heating without inter

cooling.

2. Excessive Slag Buildup: The moving, cold nitrogen flow (20

m/sec) imparted a thermal shock treatment to the tungsten

wire after each pass sufficient to break loose any accumula

ted oxide or slag and immediately ejected same into the 

exhaust efflux. This provided a unique self-cleaning feature 

which prevented excessive slag buildup on the probe.

Determination of Particle Mean Free Path

Mean free path lengths are on the order of centimeters at

extremely low plasma pressures. At higher plasma pressures, the
-4 -5mean free paths are reduced to the order of 10 - 10 cm. The

mean free path of the positive ions is given as [5]

A+ =   z--  (61)4  V T t t  n  r \ 0

where n and r must be evaluated at the flame condition. Using the o .

computer results (Chapter 2) as an approximation for the composition, 

the value of n^ for composite propellant flame was calculated to be
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182.35x10 particles per cubic centimeter. This compared favorably

18with a value of nQ = 3.23x10 reported by Calcote [b] for a propane-

air flame. The value of collision radius, r, was also based on the

referenced computer analysis by determining the weighted diameter of

the seven most common species and their associated radii from Cobine

/97. The average collision radius was determined by this method to 
-8be 1.84x10 cm. Using these calculated values of n and r,o +

was determined to be

A + = 7.0xl0"5 cm . (62)

This value of ^ appears realistic based on the following factors:

1. Collision radius is weighted to account for the presence of 

many species.

2. n^ is based on results of the computer analysis.

3. A + = 7.0x10  ̂ cm agrees closely with A + = 5.26x10  ̂ cm 

determined by Calcote f5] for propane air flame at one 

atmosphere.

Using theory developed by Loeb /23/, the value of electron mean free 

path was determined from the above value of ionic mean free path to 

be

X = 3.94x10 cme
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Discussion of Knee in Characteristic Curve 

The "knee" in the current-voltage characteristic curve shown 

in Figure 17 is associated primarily with electron current since a 

given positive bias will attract significantly more electrons than 

slower moving positive ions. This is because the kinetic energy of 

electrons is sufficient to overcome the retarding field due to the 

potential of the probe. This can be shown by reference to the root- 

mean square velocity for particles in a gas given by simple kinetic 

theory [1&] as
 1/2 1/2

v rms = (v2) = (4r) <63)

The kinetic energy of the negative ions will be on the order of four 

orders of magnitude lower than the electrons (velocity 2 - 3  orders 

of magnitude less).

As more electrons are collected and electron saturation is 

reached at the plasma potential, the negative space charge of elec

trons surrounding the probe further retards the ability of the posi

tively biased probe to collect all of the slower moving negative ions. 

Negative ion collection becomes more significant beyond the electron 

saturation of +4 volts until the probe is sufficiently positive to 

collect all of the slowest moving negative ions. Beyond this second 

saturation current level at +6 volts, the negative ion current is 

limited by the appropriate space charge equation, as shown earlier



in this Appendix, increasing only slightly with increasing voltage 

as the radius of the sheath becomes larger.

Determination of Electron Temperature 

Electron temperature should closely approximate the equilibrium 

flame temperature under conditions of no electric field. Nevertheless, 

an attempt was made to determine the electron temperature from analy

sis of the experimental data. Previously, the electron temperature,

T , was shown to be related to the slope of the current voltage 

characteristic curve in the region up to electron saturation current 

by

d(ln jes> -e , ,,,,m = ----— ----  = -m—  = slope (64)dV V,
where m = slope must be evaluated near the electron saturation portion 

of the curve, since the slope of the In vs. Vq curve becomes 

infinite as current approaches zero. The natural logarithm of the 

current density is shown plotted in Figure 51 against normalized 

plasma potential using measured plasma potential, V , as a reference.

The value of electron current density, j , was determined 

from total electron current, i , which is the absolute value of 

electron current to the probe based on zero electron current at 

positive ion saturation. Electron current is thus given as
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Using a value of slope, m, determined graphically from the right 

most portion of Figure 51, electron temperature is calculated by 

Equation (64) to be Te = 50,000°K.

/.(57 UNITS

'*•62. VOLTS
-  10.0

<!> — n.o

o-6 - /

N O / Z M A L t Z ^ D  P L A S M A  POT'&ArrtAi- y — V̂ , VOLTS

Figure 51. Natural Log of Current Density vs. Normalized Plasma 
Potential.

This experimentally determined value for electron temperature

T , was unreasonably high. Successive attempts to re-evaluate the

data by judicious selection of data from the scatter bands resulted

in a value of 29,200°K, still an order of magnitude higher than the

more realistic, theoretical value of T = 3010°K.’ e
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In the ensuing effort to determine why large values of T 

would be obtained from the experimental data, it became apparent 

that one could not expect to determine electron temperature accurately 

whenever any of the following two conditions are present: (1) exces

sive probe contamination and (2) large total current to the probe.

Both of these factors were, in fact, present during the tests and

each is discussed below.

1. Excessive Probe Contamination: Reliability of electro

static probe measurements is seriously impaired by any 

contamination on the metallic probe surface. Even though 

every effort was made to prevent serious contamination

of probe during immersion within the solid propellant

flame, the two-phase flow conditions present in solid

propellant flames presented an almost insurmountable 

problem with regard to absolute cleanliness of the probe. 

Macroscopically, the probe was observed to remain reasonably 

clean and uniform in shape. Some most recent research /"39/ 

has shown that even the slightest amount of surface contam

ination will produce a first order effect upon electron 

temperature and a second order effect upon the number density.

2. Large Total Current to the Probe: The other factor which

; leads to an erroneously.high electron temperature is deple

tion of free electrons from the region of the plasma adjacent 

to the probe. As the single probe approaches plasma potential,
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the electron current flowing to it becomes so high that at 

high pressure this electron depletion from the plasma can be 

significant. This is due to the inability of electrons 

remote from the probe to diffuse rapidly enough to make up 

the deficiency. The plasma potential as seen by the probe 

is therefore a function of electron current collected by 

the probe. This results in a distortion of the voltage 

scale employed in plotting a typical current-voltage charac

teristic. Investigators /407 have shown that the slope of 

the current-voltage characteristic increases more slowly 

than exponentially at high test pressures. This decrease 

in slope manifests itself as an increase in the indicated 

electron temperature as shown by Equation (64)» This factor 

becomes more significant for large area probes such as those 

used for this particular series of tests.

The inability to determine electron temperature experimentally 

is a reflection on the experimental technique employed, but in itself 

does not affect the subsequent determination of electron concentration. 

It does, however, become necessary to rely upon the physical reason

ing presented earlier (Chapter 4) to select an electron temperature 

equivalent to the gas temperature, i.e., T^ = T^ = 3000°K for use in 

Equation (40) to calculate electron concentration.



APPENDIX F

PROPELLANT IGNITABILITY TEST DATA 

A series of tests were conducted to determine the difference, 

if any, in ignitability between the double base propellant and the 

doped double base propellant. The test procedure required the 

development of a suitable technique for insertion of a 0.015" 

diameter nichrome wire through,several small 1/2" cubes of propel

lant (8 specimens from each formulation), Each submerged wire was 

then heated electrically at a power level of approximately 5 watts 

from a 7 VDC power supply. Ignition delay times were determined for 

each specimen using an electronic timer. The results from 16 tests 

are tabulated below:

Average Ignition Delay Time, Seconds

DB Propellant Doped DB Propellant

4.9 5.0

6.6 6.4

These tests clearly showed that no measurable difference existed 

between the ignitability of the two propellants.

Heated. Wire 1/32" 
Below Surface

Heated Wire 
through Middlh
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APPENDIX G

PROPELLANT RESISTIVITY MEASUREMENTS

Ambient Temperature Tests 

A large number of tests were conducted to determine the 

resistance and resistivity for each of the propellant formulations 

(Table 1) employed during this research. Since similar results 

were obtained with both one and two 0.040" diameter electrodes at 

each end of the propellant specimens, the single electrode configura

tion shown in Figure 52 was employed for all tests.

O. O / S  " O t a m  W / x ? f  

PRESS EIT /A/TO

P R O & E U . A N T

J  /A/CH

Figure 52. Specimen Configuration Employed for Determination of 
Propellant Resistivity.
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A meghometer was used to determine the total propellant 

resistance with a one-inch electrode spacing at an applied voltage 

of 500 VDC. Electrical resistivity, <3- , was then determined from the 

fundamental relationship

<r = RA

A summary of the results for the four propellant formulations at 

70°F is given below.

Double Base 
Doped DB 
Composite 
Doped Composite

Resistance, JTL

1 .3xl06
1.3xl06 
4.5xl09 
4.5xl09

Resistivity, _fL-cm

4.IxlO5 
4.IxlO5 
1.6xl09 
1.6xl09

From this it was determined that the presence of dopants

produced no effect upon the propellant resistivity, even though a

significant effect was produced on flame resistivity by the small

amount of dopants. Also, the composite propellant resistivity was

determined to be approximately 3 1/2 orders of magnitude higher than

the double base propellant resistivity. This higher value approaches

the resistivity of air under non-ideal conditions ( (T . = 10"*"̂ -y x v air
1410 -fl-cm).
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Elevated Temperature Tests 

Additional tests were conducted in a similar manner at 

elevated temperatures to determine if the resistivity of the doped 

specimens possessed a stronger temperature dependence than the undoped 

specimens. The results, given in Figure 53, show little difference 

between doped and undoped specimens over the range of temperatures 

tested. The tests were terminated at the value of 257°F because 

the double base specimens softened at some higher temperature near 

300°F, thereby causing some specimens to shift and contact a heating 

element. This resulted in a flash fire which consumed the specimens, 

as well as the oven. Nevertheless, the test results were considered 

quite conclusive and are discussed in Chapter 4.
V)I 
l

%
%
£V)

" I

J Oter.
OOL/SL^ &AS£=z F,&0£>^LJ-A*rr

10

/O

(50so /OO

FURORE:Ll_AA/T , °/r
Figure 53. Variation in Propellant Resistance as Function of 

Temperature.



APPENDIX H

DETAILS OF ELECTRICAL ANALOG (TELE-DELTOS)
TECHNIQUE TO DETERMINE PROPELLANT RESISTANCE

An alternate technique was sought to determine the value of 

propellant specimen resistance under simulated test conditions, but 

without the unwanted effect of surface conduction. Discussions with 

other investigators had revealed that surface conduction was quite 

probable on many types of double base propellant specimens subjected 

to voltages as low as 1000 VDC (500 VDC was used for previous resist

ance tests). Initially, an attempt was made to develop a computer 

program to solve Laplaces equation for a three-dimensional rectangu

lar parallelepiped with non-uniform boundary conditions. This method 

was unsuccessful, so the electrical analog technique was" employed 

using a special conductive paper called Tele-deltos paper.

The Tele-deltos method requires that the conductive paper 

be cut into an accurately scaled two-dimensional model of the propel

lant specimen to be analyzed. By applying a small voltage at selected 

regions of the paper covered with conductive paint, the boundaries of 

a complex potential field can be simulated. From this it was a simple 

matter to determine the potential field with a voltmeter by drawing 

in lines of constant potential. By constructing an orthogonal set of 

isothermal lines, one can form a net of curvilinear squares .which 

satisfy the orthogonality requirement for adiabats and isotherms with

in a Laplacian field.
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The total resistance can now be determined by application of simple 

theory /"36/

where C = number of squares in a flow channel, S = number of channels.

Four different tests were conducted to determine the resistance 

associated with four different specimen thicknesses. Because of the 

large size paper employed the results are presented below in non- 

dimensionalized thickness ratios instead of actual thickness. Sketches 

of the potential plots used to obtain these data are shown in Figure

54.

C LSummary of — D e term in e d  f o r  S n e c im en s  w i t h  V a r io u s  V a l u e s  o f  —

L
h

C
S <T , _n. - cm

4.IxlO5 

4.IxlO5 1.6x10

2.66 3.64

4.0 3.90

8.0 7.26 4 .xlO5 3.0x106

16.0 14.60 4.1x105 5.1x106

S' = value of S modified for non-unit depth of actual 

specimen. A plot of the above values of resistance, R, has been 

superimposed on Figure 39.
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Figure 54. Potential Plots Obtained for Propellant Specimens using 
Tele-Deltos Technique.



APPENDIX I

EFFECT OF FLAME DEFLECTION ANGLE ON FLAME SPREAD RATE 

Increased flame spread rates were, associated with a measurable, 

but small, deflection of the vertical flame boundary toward the remote 

electrode. In order to show that this flame, deflection by itself 

did not appreciably affect the resulting flame spread rates, (by 

enhancement of the radiation feedback to the unignited propellant 

surface), tests were conducted on two types of propellant specimens. 

Flame deflection angles up to 15° to the right of a vertical center- 

line were simulated by elevating one end of the test specimen during 

a test. This reduced the angle between the flame boundary and the 

specimen surface. It was recognizedLthat this technique increased 

the convective heating to the unignited propellant surface, but the 

test results shown on the following tabulation indicate clearly 

that combined effect of flame deflection and convective heating was 

still quite small. From this, it was concluded that the effect of 

flame deflection angle alone was negligible when considering the 

large flame spread rate increases involved.
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Tabulation Showing Flame Spread Rate Increase 
for Various Flame Deflection Angles

Flame Deflection Flame Spread Rate Increase, %
Angle Double Base Compos il

0° 0 0

4° 0 no data

7° 2.9 1.3

11° 4.9 , 5.2

15° 14.6 10.4



APPENDIX J

DEVELOPMENT OF ALTERNATE FLAME SPREAD MODEL

The flame spread model developed in Chapter 2 (following the 

method of Mitchell /"SI/), is based on a semi-infinite solid subjected 

to a time-dependent heat flux, q(t), as shown in the following sketch.

Z

The governing differential equation of heat conduction was given by 

Equation (25) to be

\ \ V \ \ \ \ \ I \ \ n  T T - W T T %

dT K d " T ( 2 5 )
(repeat)
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The solution to Equation (25) was expressed in a form involving heat 

flux as a function of both time, t, and surface distance, x. This 

was given as

This approach then sets the left-hand side of Equation (27) equal 

to a constant T^, an ignition temperature. From this point, one 

proceeds to find the surface heat flux, q(x,t), which can do this, 

thus inferring the relationship between x and t which leads to flame 

spread rate. In reality, however, the solution to Equation (25) does 

not admit of any variation in heat flux as a function of x. The 

reasons for use of this form are discussed in Chapter 2.

two dimensions in the governing differential equation of heat conduc

tion in a semi-infinite solid as shown below

o

(27)
(repeat)

A more rigorous development would require consideration of

I
2r0

Z .
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AT K
d i t  e c (66)

Attempts to solve Equation (66) by the use of Laplace transforms

proved unsuccessful. Professor R. E. Petersen has successfully

applied Green's function to the solution of Equation (66) using a

technique suggested in Carslaw and Jaeger /8/ called the method of

heat sources. This accounts for the variation in heat flux as a

function of surface position, x, and time, t. In essence, this is

done by first releasing an instantaneous unit strength heat source

at z = 0, x = x (source strength, S = -^%) and obtaining a solution,s K C
Then, this is repeated for a permanent heat source at z = 0, x = xg

Q 1(source strength. S' = and a solution is obtained by super

position. This process is repeated for a continuous distribution of 

heat sources at the surface. The solution for the heat sources is 

the Green's Function, G(x,y,z,x ,y ,z , t-.s) . The complete solution 

is presented in another paper (to be published) by Professor R. E.

Petersen and is given by

/ /

t oO

T M
t- s' L 4 <x (t-s) _



In the case of Equation (67), it turns out to be extremely 

difficult to deduce the relationship between x and t by finding a 

heat flux, q(x1,s), at the many values of x and t which make 

T(x,t)| z_q = TX . In fact, it becomes necessary to know the actual 

surface heat flux, q(x ,t), in order to evaluate the double integral 

expression. Such a model is not well suited to further development 

without extensive analysis. The development of such a model could 

form the basis for additional research by other investigators.



APPENDIX K 

TABULATED DATA
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TABLE 1

PROPELLANT FORMULATIONS

PROPELLANT INGREDIENT WEIGHT, %

Nitrocelluose 17.
Nitroglycerine 37

Composite Modified Double Base . Ammonium Perchlorate (AP) 30
(DB) Aluminum • 15

Additives 1
Total 100

Doped Composite Modified Same as DB above except add
Double Base (Doped DB) 1% KNO3 at expense of AP ---

Ammonium Perchlorate (AP) 67
Composite Polybutadiene Binder 15

Aluminum 16
Additives 2

Total 100

Doped Composite Same as Composite above
except add 1% CSCIO4 at 
expense of AP



TABLE 2

THEORETICAL CONCENTRATIONS OF FLAME PARTICLES (— — )cubic centimeter
FOR.SOLID. PROPELLANT FORMULATIONS WITH 100% COMBUSTION EFFICIENCY

Electrons Negative Ions (Cl ) . Positive Ions

Pure Double Base 8.69X1011 6.55xl012 7.44x1012
+ -fImpure Double Base (Na , K ) 6.81xl012 5.12xl013 135.73x10

Doped Double Base (1% KNO^) 135.50x10 4.04x1014 4.'60xl014

Double Base/ 0.5% Si Inhibitor 5.99xl012 4.82xl013 135.47x10

Pure Composite 7.80X1011 131.25x10 133.23x10
+ +Impure Composite (Na , K ) 127.44x10 1.19xl014 141.25x10

Doped Composite (1% CsClO^) 133.47x10 5.51xl014 . 5.83xl014

Note: Sum of electrons and negative 
always equal positive ions in 
of large number of trace ions

ions does not 
table because, 
not included.
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TABLE 3

THEORETICAL CONCENTRATIONS OF FLAME PARTICLES (— ^?.artic^ 3' .)'cubic centimeter
FOR DOUBLE BASE PROPELLANT WITH REDUCED COMBUSTION EFFICIENCIES

Amount Reacted
Electrons Negative Ions (Cl ) Positive Ions Flame Temperature

% C % A1
126.81x10 . . 135.12x10 135.72x10100 100 3002°K

100 80 4.46xl012 4.41x1013 4.84xl013 '2937°K
100 60 2.72xl012 3.65xl013 3.92xl013 2863°K
100 40 * l.SlxlO12 2.87x1013 3.03xl013 2780°K
100 20 * 7.39X1011 2.09xl013 2.17xl013 2684°K
100 0 2.98X1011 1.36xl013 1.40xl013 2572°K

90 80 5.28xl012 . 4.40xl013 5.39xl013 • 2978°K
80 80 6.15xl012 5.50x1013 6.10xl013 3022°K
90 40 1.93xl012 3.37xl013 3.56xl013 2831°K
80 40 2.33xl012 3.93xl013 4.18xl013 2881°K .

^Denotes run numbers considered most representative of combustion process 
for double base propellant at atmospheric pressure.



TABLE 4

COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL VS. THEORETICAL VALUES OF SOLID PROPELLANT
particles

FLAME PARTICLE CONCENTRATIONS (— r-.-----— — -— ) AT ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE'cubic centimeter

■ Experimental Theoretical 
(100% combustion 

efficiency)

Theoretical 
(corrected for 
inc. combustion)

Double Base Propellant

Positive. Ions O.SOxlO13 5.72xl013 13. 2.17x10
Negative Ions 132.11x10 5.12xl013 2.09xl013
Electrons 1.86xl010 6 .SlxlO12 7.39X1011
Temperature9 °K 2700 3000 2700

Composite Propellant

Positive Ions 1.17xl014 1.25xl014 N/A.
Negative Ions 0.90x1014 IZl1.19x10 N/A
Electrons 2.72X1011 7.44x1012 N/A

oTemperature, K 3000 . 3010 N/A



TABLE 5

VARIABLES RECORDED ON OSCILLOGRAPH

Variable • Number of Channels Type of Transducer

Flame Position 5 Photodiode _
High Voltage (local) 5 High Voltage Rake
High Voltage (local) ' 1 VTVM
Plate Voltage 1 Direct
Plate Current 1 Direct
Timing 1 Direct
Ion Probe Current 1 Direct
Ion Probe Voltage 1 Direct
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NUMBER AND TYPE OF

TABLE 6 

FLAME SPREAD TESTS CONDUCTED

Propellant 
Type Formulation 
of Test

DB
Doped
DB Comp

Doped
Comp Total

4" spacing 
(anode left)

36 - - ■ - - - 36

3" spacing 
(anode left)

28 13 7 12 60

3" spacing 
(anode right)

21 — 12 - 33

2" spacing 
(anode left)

14 - - ™ - 14

2" spacing 
(anode right)

14 - - - - 14

Cycle voltage 4 — -- 4
Surface heating 23 - - - - - 23
Surface Conductance 6 - - - - - - 6
Flame Resistivity 6 6 6 6 24
HV rake tests 12 11 2 2 27
Ignitability 8 8 — ■ - 16
Center Ignition 6 " - 6

Total Number 178 38 27 20 263

Notes: 1. Numbers do not include preliminary tests and development
tests.

2. Numbers do not include flame ion concentration tests.
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